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 Presented in this work are applications of terahertz pulse ranging, 
spectroscopy and imaging to the nondestructive evaluation of three 
disparate multilayer systems for the detection and measurement of hidden 
layers, as well as the extraction of system information that will aid in its 
maintenance, repair or replacement.   
 Thermal protection systems for turbine engine components were 
investigated.  Thermal barrier coatings (TBC) and thermally-grown oxide 
(TGO) thicknesses were determined with 10 micron resolution using time-
of-flight and refractive index calculations.  Two alternative methods of 
monitoring TGO growth using reflection amplitudes and spectral shifts 
were proposed for the prediction of TBC failure.  Laser-machined defects 
as narrow as 50 microns were resolved in one- and two-dimensional 
images. 
 The light and dark rings of trees, which reflect the changes in tree 
growth density over the course of a year, are measurable using pulsed 
terahertz beams.  Tree-rings of bare and painted wood specimen were 
laterally and axially tomographically imaged in order to facilitate the 
dendrochronological cross-dating of artifacts.  Comparisons were made 
between photographs and terahertz images to demonstrate the reliability 
of the technique. 
xiv 
 
 Historically, numerous unique artworks have been lost through the 
act of being covered over time.  Samples of paintings, drawings and 
mosaics were imaged beneath layers of paint and plaster using pulsed-
terahertz techniques to demonstrate the efficacy of the technique for art 
history and restoration.  Sketch materials and pigments were measured, 
between 0.05 and 1.0 THz, to help identify colors in spectroscopic images.  
Other computational and processing methods were used to optimize the 
distinction between color domains.  Additional time-domain terahertz 




CHAPTER I:   INTRODUCTION 
Section 1.01 -  Introduction 
 Nondestructive evaluation tools unite physics, applied physics and 
engineering in order to extract information about a material, component or 
a system of components that would result in its preservation, conservation, 
or replacement.  Terahertz (THz) quasi-optical radiation—lying between 
the microwave and infrared (IR) bands—penetrates most non-polar, non-
metallic media.  Many dielectric materials that are opaque or highly 
scattering at optical frequencies are transparent at terahertz frequencies.  
THz radiation is considered non-destructive because its low photon 
energy is non-ionizing and molecular heating, due to absorption, is low.  
Therefore, it is relevant for scientists to develop THz measurement 
techniques in order to facilitate, qualify and quantify the nondestructive 
evaluation of components in ways in which other measurement techniques 
may not. 
 Over the last couple decades, means of producing and detecting 
sub-picosecond, broadband pulses of THz radiation have sparked many 
new forms of research—including time-domain terahertz spectroscopy and 
imaging [1,2,3].  In the reflection geometry, the transmission of at least 
part of the spectrum of a THz-pulse through materials of low electrical 
conductivity—with minimal scattering or absorption loss—and the change 
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in reflection of the pulses at the boundaries of different materials—due to 
differences in refractive indices—can be exploited to obtain spectral and 
spatial information about layers of materials or systems of components.  
This is called terahertz time-domain reflectometry (THz-TDR), which 
includes spectroscopy, imaging and ranging [1,4,5]. 
 The research presented in this thesis seeks to advance the breadth 
of applications for the use of THz-TDR as a NDE tool by investigating 
disparate multilayer systems—from industrial coatings to artifacts of 
cultural heritage—and developing methods of extracting information about 
the content or conditions of the layers that will: 1) aid in assessment of the 
layers and lead to decision making about the preservation, restoration, or 
replacement of the system or 2) provide contextual knowledge about the 
system or other related systems. 
 This first chapter presents the overview of this dissertation 
according to the main chapter.   
Section 1.02 -  Scope of Thesis 
A. Background 
 Chapter II will present background information on the principles and 
tools of nondestructive evaluation, general terahertz sources, sensors and 
applications.  In addition, it will present the experimental methods of 
terahertz time-domain reflectometry that enable it to probe, measure and 
extract information about a material, a component or a system of 
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components. These methods were used extensively and will be relevant 
throughout the thesis. 
 
Figure I.1:  Pyramid diagram of three multilayered systems nondestructively 
studied using terahertz time-domain reflectometry:  thermal barrier coatings, wood 
and paintings. 
B. THz-TDR of Thermal Barrier Coatings 
 Chapter III proposes using THz-pulse reflectometry as a pre-
emptive NDE tool for the portable, in-field monitoring of layer thicknesses, 
growth and defect evolution.  New metal superalloys push limits of the 
operational temperatures of equipment or machine components to 
temperatures greater than the melting points of conventional metals.  As a 
result, multilayer thermal protection systems were developed using novel 
ceramic oxides—to serve as protective thermal barrier coatings (TBC)—
thermally grown oxides (TGO) and intermixed, metallic bond coat (BC) 
layers.  TBCs reduce oxidation and corrosion, thus they significantly 
improve component lifetimes for fuel cells, stationary power generators, 
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and propulsion turbine engines [6 , 7 ].  Damage or separation of the 
thermal protective layers can lead to premature component and system 
failure.  Therefore inspection methods that can monitor faults before 
failure and predict the lifetime of a component are desirable, particularly if 
they are nondestructive, noninvasive, practical and cost-effective.  THz-
TDR was used to resolve surface defects and measure layer thicknesses, 
while THz-TDR measurement techniques for lifetime prediction properties 
are proposed. 
C. THz-TDR of Wood 
Chapter IV, demonstrates the feasibility of using time-domain 
terahertz pulse ranging and imaging in order to resolve tree-ring 
information—both parallel and perpendicular to ring growth, and through 
layers of paint—in order to facilitate the tree-ring dating of artifacts.  
Critical to the history of the use of wood in art and architecture is the 
discipline of dendrochronology, the scientific study of tree rings with 
respect to time. Used also by climatologists, archeologists, and others, 
dendrochronology is important because the patterns in which trees grow 
their annual rings are specific to their species, geographic provenance and 
environmental conditions experienced.  Thus, thorough knowledge of ring 
patterns can result in precise calendar dating of segments of wood, and 
this in turn permits precision dating of art, such as wood panel paintings 
and architectural structures.  The terahertz images will be statistically 
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compared to optical photographs in order to simulate dendrochronological 
crossdating methods and verify reproducibility.  
D. THz-TDR of Artwork 
 Chapter V proposes the use of terahertz time-domain reflectometry 
for the evaluation of multilayer works of art and cultural artifacts, in order 
to contribute to their conservation and restoration.  In terms of 
conservation, it is ideal that the method of evaluation for historical artifacts 
be non-destructive and non-invasive because of their uniqueness and 
rarity.  While optical and x-ray imaging and spectroscopy are already well-
established evaluation tools, they have their respective limitations that 
prohibit their use in reflection for thick, large and detailed multilayered 
artworks.  Pigments and other artist’s media were spectroscopically 
measured.  The temporal delays and intensity signatures of terahertz 
pulses reflected from multilayer artwork were measured in order to identify 
and image hidden layers—including drawings, paint patterns and 
mosaics—through coats of paint and thick layers of plaster.  
E. Conclusions 
 Finally, chapter VI will summarize the main results of the preceding 




CHAPTER II:   BACKGROUND  
 
Section 2.01 -  Terahertz Radiation 
A. The Electromagnetic Spectrum and Terahertz Radia tion 
Figure II.1:  The electromagnetic spectrum, with re gions scaled by wavelength to 
common items (adapted from NASA source). 
 
The terahertz (THz) region of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum 
(Figure II.1) is possibly the least understood and most complicated.  EM 
radiation is propagated by a sub-atomic particle called a photon—which 
travels at the “speed of light”, 3 x 108 meters per second, and is defined by 
wavelength and frequency.  The THz region has been arguably defined as 
being between 0.03 and 3 mm in wavelength, although its waves are 
sometimes referred to as “submillimeter.”  At frequencies between 0.1 and 
30 trillion (1012) cycles per second, the terahertz regime overlaps with both 
the microwave and far infrared regions of the spectrum.  Since lower 
frequency microwave radiation has lower photon energy, the waves 
cannot be measured directly, only collectively by the electrical bias they 
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induce in a detector.  Infrared radiation, on the other hand, is optical since 
its photon energy is large enough that individual photons can be 
measured.  Thus, terahertz radiation uniquely straddles the worlds of 
electronics and optics. 
B. A Brief History of Terahertz of Sources and Dete ctors 
While terahertz radiation is naturally emitted by blackbody sources 
at temperatures between 14 and 140 Kelvin, the terahertz gap was not 
considered to be closed by scientists until 1923—when Hertzian 
oscillators made with Tungsten cylinders were first used to generate 
radiation between 0.8 mm and 4.8 mm and radiometer receivers were 
developed using platinum covered mica vanes [8,9].  However, it has only 
been in the last few decades that advances in ultrafast electronics and 
optics have enabled the development of coherent terahertz sources and 
detectors.   
In 1964, one of the earliest man-made terahertz sources was a 
HCN continuous-wave (cw) laser operating at 1.12 THz [10].  In the early 
1970s, tunable-cw and pulsed terahertz radiation were generated by non-
linear electro-optical effects—such as frequency difference generation and 
optical rectification—using high power lasers [ 11 , 12 ].  By the mid-
seventies, the Schottky diode harmonic mixer and the Auston 
photoconductive (PC) switch were first to utilize both optics and 
electronics to create terahertz signals [13,14].  The Auston switch was 
even more revolutionary since it used ultrafast laser pulses to generate 
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broadband, electrical, and free-space THz pulses. As a result, this 
technique of THz generation was further experimentally developed by 
others whose work is cornerstone to this thesis [15, 16]. 
 Further advances in laser and semiconductor technologies 
spawned rapid development of additional terahertz sources in the 
following decades.  THz-wave parametric oscillators [17,18 ], photonic 
crystals [ 19 ], and laser-induced gas filamentation [ 20 ] became new 
sources of terahertz radiation.  Novel solid-state devices resulted in 
terahertz generation from resonant tunneling diodes [21], plasma-wave 
photomixers [22] and Bloch [23] and Zener oscillators [24].  Most recently, 
quantum-well cascade lasers (QCL) emitting continuous wave (cw) 
terahertz radiation have been developed [ 25 ].  With the recent 
demonstration of room temperature operation [26], THz-QCLs have the 
potential to take THz technology the farthest out of the laboratory. 
 Synchrotrons [27] and free electron lasers [28] can produce high 
power, coherent terahertz pulses on the order of picoseconds.  Very 
different from the previously mentioned terahertz sources, they became 
prevalent with the pervasion of electron accelerator labs and storage ring 
facilities in the 1980s and 1990s.  They are very useful with their broad 
tunablity, however their usage is limited by accessibility, availability and 
high operational cost. 
 The development of terahertz detectors has often mirrored the 
development of THz sources.  The same physics that enables terahertz 
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generation using electro-optic crystals, photoconductive switches, or 
Schottky diodes, has facilitated their use as sensors.  On the other hand, 
the use of bolometers, and other pyroelectric blackbody sensors, is 
possibly the oldest and most conventional method of detection [29,30]—as 
they have been used for measuring a significantly broader range of the 
electromagnetic spectrum.  However, their thermal sensitivity and 
response time can be less than desirable for THz applications, such as 
industrial time-domain imaging, where fast, portable terahertz pulse 
systems need to operate at room temperature. 
C. A Brief Overview of Terahertz Applications 
As the terahertz gap is filled, the number of THz applications 
constantly increases, with emphasis on spectroscopy and imaging.  The 
breadth of fields includes astronomy, biology, chemistry, environmental 
science, industrial engineering, materials science, medical and 
pharmaceutical science, and physics.   
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Figure II.2:  Radiated energy versus wavelength sho wing 30 K blackbody, typical 
interstellar dust, and key molecular line emissions  in the sub-millimeter (terahertz 
range) using heterodyne detection [31]. 
 
The earliest use of bolometers and heterodyne mixers was by 
astronomers to measure the “sub-millimeter” radiation emitted by the stars, 
planets and cosmic dust.  Many of the same spectral signatures that are 
abundant in interstellar and intragalactic space are also present in 
planetary atmospheres. Particularly important are thermal emission lines 
from gases that appear in the Earth’s stratosphere and upper troposphere; 
water, oxygen, chlorine and nitrogen compounds, etc. that serve as 
pointers to the abundances, distributions and reaction rates of species 
involved in ozone destruction, global warming, total radiation balance and 
pollution monitoring [31,32]. 
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Figure II.3:  Mid-infrared absorption spectra of CH 3CN and CD3CN, measured with 
commercial FTIR spectrometer [33]. 
 
 Gas sensing was an application of terahertz spectroscopy that was 
of early interest for industrial and homeland security monitoring.  The 
identification of signature gases can be done in milliseconds through 
lookup tables once an exact determination of the spectral line frequency 
has been made.  Also in the terahertz frequency range, many polar 
molecules were found to exhibit unique spectral signatures arising from 
transitions between rotational quantum levels [33].  Spectroscopic imaging 
is a two to three dimensional extension of terahertz spectroscopy.  Targets 
composed of separated pure chemicals or a single mixture can be imaged 
at multiple terahertz frequencies.  If absorption spectral information  
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Figure II.4:  (a) Absorption spectra of MDMA, metha mphetamine, and aspirin; (b) 
Extracted spatial patterns of MDMA (yellow), aspiri n (blue), and methamphetamine 
(red), using principal component analysis on THz im ages obtained using a THz 
wave parametric oscillator (TPO) spectrometer [ 34]. 
 
(Figure II.4a) for each chemical in the target under inspection is known, 
then the spatial patterns of each chemical as well as the components in 
the mixture can be extracted from the terahertz image (Figure II.4b). 
Figure II.5: (a) Terahertz waveforms reflected from  a bic pen, where reflected 
pulses from each of the eight dielectric interfaces  can be observed. (b) Terahertz 
tomographic image of a bic pen.  
 
 Terahertz impulse ranging and tomographic imaging were shown to 
have purpose in the areas of packaging and quality control [35].  Figure 
II.5a shows the results of a terahertz pulse propagating through a plastic 
pen, with portions of the pulse being reflected at the interfaces of each of 
the pen’s components.  The time window between each pulse reflection 
(a) (b) 
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and their polarity gives insight into differences in refractive index of the 
components.  In Figure II.5b, the vertical axis of the tomographic image is 
parallel to the long (cylinder) axis of the pen, while the horizontal axis of 
the figure corresponds to depth into the pen. The terahertz pulse is 
incident from the left. The eight dark lines correspond to the eight 
dielectric interfaces (either from plastic-to-air or air-to-plastic) encountered 
by the pulse as it propagates through the pen. The upper right portion of 
the image is obscured, because these surfaces were shadowed by ink 
inside the inner plastic cylinder. 
Section 2.02 -  Nondestructive Evaluation 
A. Introduction 
 The purpose of nondestructive evaluation is to prevent costly or 
destructive consequences from the failure of a material or system of 
components and to aid in its preservation, conservation, or replacement.  
It can encompass the characterization of a material, i.e. composition, 
electrical and optical properties, or structural characteristics.  It can also 
involve the real-time monitoring or inspection of a system’s composition or 
flaws during its manufacture or construction.   
 NDE techniques are often chosen by the quantity and quality of the 
data that can be extracted from a measurement, in addition to the financial 
cost and time required to make the measurement.  Localized, or single 
point, measurements of components of interest can provide specific, often 
highly quantified details about a material or system. On the other hand, 
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large area measurements may provide fast, highly qualitative, but 
essential, information.  Combining measurement techniques can make up 
for the limitations of a single method, however the ideal is a single cost-
effective measurement system that is versatile and results in multiple 
kinds of system assessments.  NDE methods that use terahertz pulses 
have the potential advantage of this kind of versatility. 
B. Common NDE Techniques 
 Nondestructive evaluation techniques are generally divided into two 
categories, local and global [36,37].  Localized are high resolution and 
usually provide detailed information about a limited region of interest.  
They include: 
 Ultrasonic acoustic methods probe materials with high frequency 
sound waves to measure their properties and locate defects [38].  Pulses 
of ultrasonic energy are transmitted into the material and altered by 
absorption, reflection and scattering within the material and detected by 
transducers.  Benefits of acoustic methods are fast data acquisition and 
excellent for crack detection.  However, it requires direct contact between 
instrument and target, and often with an index-matching coupling fluid. 
 Radiography uses penetrating radiation—such as x-ray, gamma ray, 
neutrons, etc.—to inspect the internal structure and composition of a 
target by generating an image [36].  Quantitative image-processing allows 
for materials characterization and dimension measurement and x-ray 
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systems are portable.  However safety issues with human operators and 
the lack of depth resolution can be limiting. 
 Infrared thermal imaging remotely senses surface temperatures 
and temperature gradients [37].  Materials that experience fatigue spots, 
imperfections, or damage may exhibit temperature gradients around the 
affected region, which can be measured.  While this technique is  
noncontact and permits real time acquisition, its sensitivity to ambient 
room temperatures and surface emissivity variations can be problematic. 
 Coherence Tomography (CT) is an imaging technique utilizing a 
Michelson interferometer combined with a two- or three-dimensional 
scanner [39,40].  Light from a coherent optical source is split into two 
paths, a sample path and a reference path. Light in the reference path is 
reflected from a fixed-plane mirror, whereas light in the sample path is 
reflected from surface and subsurface features of the target. The reflected 
light from the sample path will only be detected if it travels a distance that 
closely matches the distance traveled by the light in the reference path; 
this constraint incorporates depth resolution into the technique. Thus, data 
can be obtained from a cross-sectional plane perpendicular or parallel to 
the surface of the target.  CT has high dynamic range and depth resolution, 
however this technique is limited by material opacity and penetration-
depth issues at visible and infrared wavelengths.   
 Computed tomography measures volume densities of materials and 
provides pictorial views of the internal structure of materials and fabricated 
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parts [41].  The target is translated and rotated in the path of target 
penetrating radiation, with transmission measurement made at each 
position. The data is then reconstructed into images using computer 
algorithms.  Multiple slices through the object can be reconstructed to 
generate a three dimensional view of internal structure.  It usually uses the 
same radiation sources as radiography, though it is also applicable with 
terahertz radiation.  The spatial resolution is dependent on the wavelength 
of the source, therefore very detailed images are possible.  However, the 
application is limited to circumstances in which a complete 360° target 
rotation is feasible. 
 Emissions, fluorescence and scattering spectroscopic methods 
measure the range of electromagnetic spectra in which a target radiates 
after absorbing energy from a source.  The stimulating source determines 
the name of the type of emission:  fluorescence spectroscopy uses higher 
energy photons—such X-rays (XRF) or UV (UVF) light—to excite a 
sample, while photoluminescence techniques use visible and infrared 
radiation.  Scattering spectroscopic methods, such as Raman and elastic 
optical scattering spectroscopy, measure the amount of light that a 
substance scatters at certain wavelengths, incident angles, and 
polarization angles. The scattering process is much faster than the 
emission process.  These techniques provide detailed information about 
target composition and local defect features, however it utilizes single spot 
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analysis which can ineffective for monitoring damage over significant 
areas. 
Section 2.03 -  Experimental Methods with THz-Pulse s 
Figure II.6:  Generalized terahertz generation and gated detection setup. 
 
 This section discusses the experimental methods of THz-pulse 
generation and detection used for the preparation of this thesis.  Figure 
II.6 shows the generalized schematic of the time-domain terahertz pulse 
generation and gated-detection systems used with both free-space and 
fiber-coupled optical beam propagation [42,43].  The THz emitter and 
receiver were both photoconductive antennas and could be set up for 
transmission or reflection measurements.  The laser source is centered 
about 800 nm wavelength with a 60-120 fs pulse width (6-14 nm spectral 
bandwidth) and an approximately 80 MHz repetition rate pulse train.   
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A. Terahertz Generation 
Figure II.7:  Large-aperture, biased photoconductiv e terahertz emitters with (a) 
Hertzian dipole and (b) interdigitated electrodes. 
 
 THz-pulses were generated and then propagated through free-
space using a biased, photoconductive switch antenna, (Figure II.7)—
consisting of a photosensitive semi-insulating or low-temperature grown 
gallium arsenide (SI- or LT-GaAs) semiconductor [44] with two metalized 
electrodes deposited on its surface.  At equilibrium, the conductivity, σ, of 
the semiconductor is define by its dark conductivity, σ0: 
σ0 = e(µnn0 + µpp0)     (1) 
 
where e is the electron charge, n0 and p0 are the respective intrinsic 
electron and hole densities, and µn and µp are their respective carrier 
mobilities.  The antenna is illuminated at normal incidence by the ultrafast 
laser pulse with a photon energy above the GaAs bandgap, thus 
generating electron-hole pairs into the semiconductor at a rate, G(t), 
proportional to  
G(t) ∝ noe
-(t/δt)2          (2) 
(a) (b) 
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where δt is the optical pulse width, and inducing a transient increase in 
conductivity, ∆σ(t), given by   
∆σ(t) = e(µnδn(t) + µpδp(t))     (3) 
When the pulse duration ends, the excited photocarriers will relax and 
recombine or become trapped in mid-band gap states. 
 
Figure II.8:   Optical generation of free-space ter ahertz pulse in large aperture 
emitter. 
 
According to Maxwell’s equations and Hertzian-dipole theory, in the 
far-field (z >> L2/8λc), the free-space electromagnetic radiation emanating 
from such antennas as those commonly used for THz generation is 
proportional to the rapid change in the photocurrent within the electric field 
region [45,46].  Using the Drude-Lorentz model, the photocurrent is given 
by: 
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where ve and vh are the respective electron and hole velocities.  This 
change in photocurrent, to which the terahertz electric field is proportional, 
arises from two processes: 1) the rapid change in carrier density due to 
ultrafast photoexcitation or carrier trapping and 2) the acceleration of the 




The change in carrier density is determined by the carrier population and 
generation rate, as well as the time it takes for the carriers to be trapped in 
bandgap or inter-bandgap states τc. 
(6) 
The accelerating (or decelerating) carriers produce a transient, radiated 






After the photo-excited charge carriers separate, they produce an 
induced dipole moment within the bias field.  The resulting space-charge 
distribution (due to both free and trapped carriers) serves to counter and 
screen Ebias, and the decelerating charge carriers radiate again.  The THz 
radiation within the gap also has a transient polarization, P, that is due to 
the induced dipole moment and is opposite to the external bias. The Eloc 
further decelerates the photoexcited carriers drifting in the bias field and 


























































mass, and τs is the carrier momentum relaxation time).  However, when 
the photoconductive gap is smaller than the center wavelength of the THz-
pulse spectrum (L << λc), bias-field screening becomes less significant 
and carrier dynamics dominate.  Therefore, carriers will be accelerated as 
long as the local electric field and free carrier density are not zero.   
It is also interesting to note that with increasing carrier densities, ns, 








=    (9) 
where A and B are material dependent constants.  Thus ETHz eventually 
saturates with higher optical fluences.  However, the bias field can be 
increased up to the material’s breakdown field strength, (EBD ~ 300 kV/cm 
for GaAs), without saturating the current or ETHz. [45,46,48]. 
 Two photoconductive antenna configurations were used in this 
thesis.  The simplest is the Hertzian dipole (HD) in Figure II.7a, the 
dynamics of which are as described above [49].  From diffraction theory 
[50,51], the terahertz power scales with the square of the infrared pump 
power and beam spot size—if the laser beam spot size, r, is much smaller 
than the terahertz center wavelength—and linearly with the external bias 
field (by way of Equations 5 and 6). 
    PTHz  ∝ PNIR
2r2    (10) 
For HD emitters, the power can be scaled up, while carrier 
saturation and material break down can be avoided by increasing the size 
of the photoconductive region.  This, however, also shifts the spectral 
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energy of the terahertz pulse to lower frequencies.  The interdigitated-
finger electrode (IDF) design (Figure II.7b) minimizes this spectral shift, 
because the active region for a pair of electrodes is 5 µm [48,52].  Each 
photoconductive gap then becomes a source of a terahertz pulse.  Since 
the polarity of the bias field alternates with each electrode pair, the net 
ETHz amplitude approaches zero when a large area of the antenna is 
illuminated.  However, when every other gap is shielded by a metalized 
opaque layer, the temporally coherent electric fields become additive, thus 
yielding a wider-bandwidth, higher energy THz-pulse.   
Figure II.9:  Normalized comparison of Hertzian dip ole and interdigitated electrode 
terahertz emitter spectra. 
 
 Figure II.9 compares the normalized amplitude spectra of the 
Hertzian dipole emitter and the interdigitated emitter used for several of 
the experiments presented in this thesis.  Both used another Hertzian 
dipole antenna as a receiver.  The HD emitter was limited to 80 mW 
average laser pump power focused into a 7 µm spot size and 25 VDC 
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applied bias, while the IDF antenna was excited with 250 mW average 
power (with a collimated spot size of approximately 300 µm) and ±5 V 
applied square-wave pulsed bias.  The IDF has a 350 GHz blue shift of 
the peak frequency and a 1.8 times wider full width at half max (FWHM).  
B. Terahertz Detection 
PC detection utilizes a second terahertz antenna as a receiver.  
The gate beam generates photocarriers in the receiver by the same 
photoexcitation mechanism as when the pump beam does in illuminates 
the emitter [42,48,53].  Unlike for the emitter, the incident electric field of 
the THz-pulse causes a time-varying potential to develop across the 
receiver, thus serving as an applied voltage bias that induces a transient 
photocurrent, Jd, given by the convolution: 
dt)t(n)t(E)t(J THzd τ−∝ ∫
∞
∞−
    (11) 
 
where, n(t-τ) is the carrier response function of the semiconductor and is 
proportional to the laser pulse envelope.  The shorter the carrier trapping 
time and narrower the laser pulse, the more accurate the measured 
terahertz signal will be, i.e., closer in appearance to the radiated THz-
pulse.  The generated photocurrent is then amplified and measured as an 




Figure II.10:  Time-gated THz electric field sampli ng. 
 
The use of a gated detection technique to measure the terahertz 
electric field compensates for the shortness short duration of the THz-
pulse, which can be less than 1 ps [54].  The gating technique requires the 
pulsed laser beam to be split into two paths, pump and gate, as shown in 
Figure II.6.  The THz-beam path becomes an extension of the optical 
pump beam path, which must be both spatially and temporally overlapped 
with the receiver.  Both beam paths have a variable optical delay which 
enables the sampling of the temporal profile of the THz-pulse by changing 
the optical path length, ∆z = ∆t⋅c, where z is in the direction along the 
optical delay path.   
The peak THz electric field is measured as a voltage amplitude 
when the two beam path lengths are equal ∆z = ∆t = 0 at z = z0 →t = t0.  
ETHz(t0) = ETHz-peak    (12) 
The laser pulse train generates identical THz-pulses approximately every 
12.5 ns.  Therefore, in order to obtain a THz-time signal, the path length 







jTHzsignal )z(E)t(E      (13) 
for a signal centered about the peak, and where zj is one mirror position in 
the optical delay path, δt = c(zk – zk-1) is the minimum temporal resolution 
of the time-domain electric field and σt = c(zk – z-k) is the temporal window 
of the terahertz signal. 
 The slow scan optical delay consists of a retro-reflective mirror 
mounted on a stepper motor that permits a maximum 866 ps time-signal 
window and minimum 6.6 fs temporal resolution.  This is beneficial in time-
domain spectroscopic applications where, by way of the Whittaker-
Shannon sampling theorem [55], the spectral resolution δν and bandwidth 
σν are limited by (2σt)
-1 and (2δt)-1, respectively.  The rapid scan delay, on 
the other hand, is a retro-reflector oscillating up to 100 Hz, permitting a 
maximum 320 ps sampling window with a minimum 70 fs time resolution.  
This can be problematic when attempting to identify sharp spectral 
fingerprints of materials.  However for imaging applications, this permits 
fast waveform data acquisition, thus enabling the acquisition of up to six 
thousand pixels per minute or the averaging of many waveforms to 
increase the signal to noise ratio of the terahertz signal. 
 Two terahertz systems were used with two different focal plane 
reflection geometries, off-axis and on-axis.  For the off-axis or “pitch-catch” 
geometry (Figure II.11a), the optical beams propagated through free-
space before exciting the terahertz antennas.  The emitted terahertz beam 
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(TX) was collimated by a lens, focused by a parabolic mirror, and then 
guided to the sample plane by a flat mirror at an incidence angle between 
30° and 45°.  The reflected beam is subsequently guided to a collimating 
paraboloid and then focused onto the terahertz receiver (RX).  For 
imaging applications with this geometry, the focal plane is rigidly fixed and 
the sample plane must be translated in the X, Y or Z direction. 
Figure II.11:  (a) Off-axis, or “pitch-catch,” and (b) On-axis, or “co-linear” reflection 
geometry terahertz generation and detection scheme.  
 
 For the on-axis or “co-linear” geometry (Figure II.11b), the optical 
beams are fiber-coupled to the terahertz antennas.  The emitter and 
hyper-hemispheric silicon lens combination produces a collimated, free-
space terahertz beam, which partially transmits through a metalized 
pellicle and is focused onto the sample plane at normal incidence.  The 
reflected beam is partially reflected to the THz receiver, situated at 90° 
with respect to the THz emitter.  This configuration is more flexible than 
the “pitch-catch” configuration because the fiber-coupled TX-RX pair can 
be fixed with respect to each other and translated in, out, and across the 
(b) (a) 
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sample plane.  The focusing lens can also be exchanged easily without 
requiring system realignment.  This fiber-coupled THz generation and 
detection system—combined with a compact optical system—contributes 
to the portability and scalability of this measurement technique [56]. 
C. Terahertz Time-Domain Applications 
 Of the many terahertz applications mentioned in Section 2.01, time-
domain terahertz impulse ranging[57,58,59], spectroscopy [60,61,62,63] 
and pulse imaging [64 ,65 ,66 ,67 ] are the most valuable to the work 
presented in this thesis.   
 Terahertz impulse ranging measures the time-of-flight response of 
a terahertz pulse scattered by a target, or target, occurring at distinct times 
corresponding to the target’s position to the terahertz pulse source and 
detector.  Impulse ranging has advantages over continuous wave 
techniques because it enables the acquisition of multi-spectral information, 
in addition to, minimizing the interference of background signals by 
permitting the scattered electric field reflected only from the target of 
interest to be analyzed through temporal window selection.  Figure II.12  
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Figure II.12:  Impulse ranging schematic of a terah ertz pulse reflected from a 
multilayer system. 
 
represents this principle, where the incident pulse (purple) is partially 
reflected at the surface of the target (blue) and measured at a point in time, 
while a partially transmitted pulse is reflected from another surface within 
the target (red) and is measured at a later time proportional to the distance 
between the two surfaces.  If the pulse separation is sufficient, information 
about each respective surface may be resolved independently.  Using 
Buxton’s criterion [68], the axial resolution of a depth measurement is 
maximized if the distance between the central maxima of the main lobes 
of the pulses of interest is greater than or equal to the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of the narrowest pulse.  This favors terahertz systems 
that are ultrafast and ultra-wide bandwidth.   
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Figure II.13:  Terahertz electric field (a) time-do main amplitude, (b) frequency-
domain amplitude and (c) frequency domain phase. 
 
 With terahertz spectroscopy, unlike with optical measurements, the 
terahertz electric field is sampled in the time-domain, therefore the Fourier 




πν−φ ∫=ν=ν 2     (14) 
spectra of the electric field.  With a single measurement, information about 
dielectric properties (reflectivity, transmissivity, refractive index and 
absorption) of the layers can be extracted from the spectroscopic 
information contained in the individual pulses themselves without the use 
of the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations [69].   
 Resonance modes can be determined by sharp spectral absorption 
features in gases, while liquids and solids usually result in broader 
features.  For example, water vapor has 16 sharp absorption lines (such 
as the one located at 0.56 THz in Figure II.13b) between 0.2 and 2.0 THz 
that are associated with the intramolecular rotational vibration resonance 
modes [70,71].  However, liquid water has broad absorption with a square 
root frequency dependence, in the same spectral range, which are 
attributed to the collective intermolecular oscillation resonance [72].  Solid 
(b) (c) (a) 
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water, or ice, exhibits one-tenth the spectral absorption of liquid water with 
the sharp decrease occurring at the 0°C phase transition.  Below freezing, 
its dielectric properties are instead dominated by defect-initiated molecular 
reorientation and are linear in the 0.2 - 2.0 THz range [73,74].  
 High spectral resolution is desirable for the observation of the 
narrow absorption resonances [75].  As mentioned in the previous section, 
the spectral resolution δν is inversely proportional to the signal time 
window.  In addition to the temporal window, spectral resolution is limited 
by the dynamic range of the terahertz signal, given by the ratio of the 
electric field amplitude and the probe beam noise.  The dynamic range 
should be maximized, which can be done by increasing the THz-pulse 
power, using stable, current-limited laser sources and through signal 
averaging. 
 Terahertz images of objects can also be produced by acquiring 
many single-waveform measurements while the target area is scanned by 
the terahertz beam (or vice versa).  The time signal, or its Fourier 
transform, can be computationally evaluated to construct a collection of 
pixels representing an image of the target.  Ranging and spectroscopic 
techniques can be applied to produce informative series of two 
dimensional (2D) lateral and cross-sectional images.  This includes, but is 
not limited to, evaluations of pulse peak amplitudes and separations, 
spectral energy loss and changes in phase.  Multispectral image series 
may be produced from discrete values of the amplitude, reflectivity, 
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transmissivity, refractive index and absorption spectra.  Special 
computations include field (15), amplitude (16), or power integrations (17) 
of either the temporal or spectral signal, E(s): 
ds)s(E
s
∫   (15) 
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such as the power ratio (18) and relative power loss can produce 









  (20) 
which represents the weighted energy distribution of a part or whole 
terahertz (temporal or spectral) signal. 
 The spatial resolution of the acquired terahertz images is 
independent of the depth resolution and limited primarily by several 
system parameters[68,76].  The terahertz beam spot size and shape is 
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diffraction limited by the Rayleigh criterion, in the far field approximation, 
where the spot size is on the order of the center wavelength divided by the 
aperture size of the source.  The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the 
detected electric field signal is approximately given by the ratio of the 
signal power versus the system noise power.  Data acquisition systems 
have limitations, such as acquisition rates, translation step size, et cetera.  
 Image processing and reconstruction methods can be used to 
improve spatial resolution in a calculated image [68,77,78].  Image math 
performs arithmetic computations on two or more calculated images of the 
same object and can be used to enhance features that may not be clear in 
either image.  Image deconvolution divides out the spatial distribution of 
the terahertz beam, in order to obtain a more realistic image of the target.  
Fourier transform and wavelet spatial filters allow the removal of unwanted 
spatial frequencies from an image before it is reconstructed—low 
frequency filters smooth out the details and edges, while high frequency 
filters enhance them.   
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CHAPTER III:   TERAHERTZ TIME-DOMAIN 
REFLECTOMETRY OF THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS 
 
Section 3.01 -  Background on Thermal Barrier Coati ngs 
A. Use and Evaluation of Thermal Barrier Coatings 
New metal superalloys push limits of the operational temperatures 
of equipment—such as turbine engine blades—to temperatures greater 
than the melting points of conventional metals.  In turn, materials scientists 
have developed novel ceramic oxides—such as porous Yttria-stabilized 
Zirconia (YSZ)—to serve as protective thermal barrier coatings (TBC).  
TBCs enhance the temperature differential between the air and the alloy  
Thus they reduce the oxidation and corrosion of the alloy, protect the 
physical integrity of the turbine blade and increase the lifetime, efficiency 
and reliability of turbine engines [79,80,].  A typical thermal protection 
system (Figure III.1) consists of at least three layers:  1) a superalloy 
substrate, 2) an aluminum-containing bond coat (BC) with a zone 
intermixed with the alloy and 3) the TBC.  With the exposure of the bond 
coat to heat, a thermally-grown oxide (TGO) layer —typically alumina—
develops between the bond coat and TBC.   
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Figure III.1:  Scanning electron micrograph of mult ilayered system consisting of 
superalloy substrate, a bond coat (with a zone inte rmixed with alloy), and a TBC 
layer. 
 
There are two primary methods for thermal-barrier-coating 
deposition:  electron beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD) and air 
plasma spray (APS).  These deposition techniques have been optimized 
to reduce strain and prevent delamination [81].  Because the thermal 
barrier coatings made by these two techniques differ somewhat in their 
microstructure, morphology—EBPVD coatings are columnar in structure, 
while APS coatings have a splat structure—and temperature dependent 
properties, different physical failure mechanisms apply [82].   
However, it has been determined that any non-mechanical cause of 
failure of the thermal barrier coating during use is dominated by the 
thermal oxide growth induced by heating.  The thickness of the TGO is 
known to increase as a function of time at operating temperature (i.e., 
number of  thermal cycles) for both EBPVD and APS TBCs.  The greater 
thickness of the TGO layer has been shown to increase stress levels at 
the TBC/bond coat interface to such levels that eventual spallation occurs.  
This stress is relieved by a “rumpling” or “rippling” of the TGO, which has 
been related to failure.  Subsurface defects, such as cracks, within the 
TBC layer are also of concern as they can also lead to coating failure [81-
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83].  Oxidation-related phenomena and failure mechanisms need to be 
studied individually because the behavior of the thermal protection system 
is dependent on growth conditions, with critical thicknesses being 
determined by the system preparation [84]. 
When TBC coated components are examined following field service, 
it would be desirable to evaluate the condition of the coating to determine 
whether it can be reliably used until the next inspection.  It has been 
suggested that a life prediction methodology can be employed with the 
non-destructive measurement of three critical TBC properties:  initial bond 
coat surface geometry, TGO stress, and TGO thickness [85 ].  NDE 
techniques used to evaluate one or more of these properties for damage 
assessment and lifetime determination of thermal barrier coatings include: 
“dry” impedance spectroscopy [ 86 ], electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy [87], and electronically-induced acoustic emission [88]—
which produce satisfactory results but require physical contact with the 
thermal protection system.   
Figure III.2:  Transmittance spectrum of freestandi ng APS YSZ coating in the 
visible through mid-infrared range obtained using F ourier transform spectroscopy 
[89]. 
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Several optical NDE techniques take advantage of the limited 
transmission of visible and infrared light through ceramic coatings (Figure 
III.2) [89].  Infrared thermal imaging [90,91], optical coherence tomography 
(OCT), elastic optical scattering and photoluminescence 
piezospectroscopy (PLPS) [92, 93] are four of the most promising non-
destructive and non-contact optical methods for coating diagnostics.  For 
the infrared thermal imaging method, continuous wave or pulsed mid-
infrared heating sources are placed on the TBC side of the target sample 
to stimulate the bond coat and TGO layers.  The resulting back reflectance 
is captured by an IR camera with a 3 µm - 5 µm band pass and 
correlations were made between crack progressions, pre-spallation 
conditions and the intensity of the IR back reflectance affected by subtle 
changes in heat flow.   
For OCT, coherent IR light is split into two paths, a sample path 
and a reference path. The reference path light is reflected from a fixed-
plane mirror, whereas sample path light is reflected from the surface and 
subsurface features of the target.  The depth of features can be resolved 
because the reflected light from the sample path will only be detected if its 
reflected path length closely matches that of the reference.  Data can be 
obtained from a cross-sectional plane perpendicular or parallel to the 
surface of the sample.  
PLPS uses an Argon cw-laser at 514 nm to excite the Chromium 
(III) impurity in the TGO layer.  There is a distinct transition doublet that 
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occurs when the TGO is stress-free. However as the TGO increases in 
thickness, the doublet broadens and shifts proportionally to the stress 
gradient.  PLPS shows a linear change in the peak shift with thermal 
cycling, which varies depending on the thermal protection system but is 
consistent with the damage mechanism.  
Despite the transparency of TBCs in the near- and mid-infrared 
range, penetration depth are limited to less than 300 µm depending on the 
growth conditions of the coatings.  Terahertz time-domain reflectometry is 
a potential method for non-destructively inspecting the condition of these 
oxide coatings, because TBCs are less absorbing in the far-infrared.  
Time-of-flight measurements can reveal changes in TBC and TGO layer 
thicknesses.  Pulse imaging can reveal surface and subsurface film 
defects.  In addition, similarly to photoluminescence measurements, 
spectroscopic information reveals spectral shifts with increasing oxidation, 
which may pre-indicate thermal protection system failure. 
B. Historical Terahertz Experiments with Yttria-sta blized 
Zirconia and Alumina 
Preliminary transmission measurements were performed in the 
1990’s on free standing YSZ.  In unpublished research, Frank Gao and 
John Whitaker determined that single crystal YSZ was moderately lossy 
below one THz and had an index of refraction of approximately 5.2 (Figure 
III.3).   
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Figure III.3:  Absorption and refractive index spec tra of single crystal yttria-
stablized zirconia. 
 
Figure III.4:  Photographs of (a) polycrystalline Y SZ film and (b) columnar, porous 
YSZ wafer. 
 
However, transmission measurements performed by the author on free 
standing, polycrystalline YSZ film (Figure III.4a) and a columnar, porous 
YSZ wafer (Figure III.4b) revealed estimated bulk refractive indices of 
about 4.7 and 4.0, respectively, based on the transmission optical delay ( 
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where nair is the refractive index of air, c is the speed of light, d is the 
thickness of the YSZ and ∆t is the time delay of the YSZ with respect to air. 
 
Figure III.5:  Time-domain transmission waveforms t hrough the polycrystalline YSZ 
film and porous YSZ wafer with respect to a referen ce through air. 
 
Figure III.6:  Frequency-resolved index of refracti on of polycrystalline YSZ film. 
 
The real part of the refractive index spectra of the polycrystalline YSZ, 





















=ν     (23) 
where, EYSZ(ν) and Eair(ν) are the amplitude spectra of the signals 
transmitted through YSZ and air, respectively and T(ν) is the transmission 
spectra of the YSZ.  Thus, these results suggest that the index of the 
material is significantly dependent on the growth technique and molecular 
structure. 
Terahertz measurements of alumina were previously published by 
Bolivar et al [94] and Rutz et al [95], estimating the frequency-resolved 
index of refraction of alumina to be between 3.07 and 3.15 below 2 THz. 
Figure III.7:  Average and standard deviation of th e real part of the dielectric 
constant and loss tangent for an alumina sample [94 ]. 
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C. Description of YSZ Thermal Barrier Coating Sampl es 
Depending on their respective sources, there were varying degrees 
of knowledge about the preparation of the YSZ samples studied herein.  
The first set of samples were obtained from the Howmet Corporation and 
consisted of three samples of YSZ films electron beam physical vapor  
deposited onto grit-blasted, Ni-based, single-crystal superalloy substrates 
with (Ni,Pt)Al bond coats—as designated by the commercial manufacturer 
Howmet Research Corporation [96].  The first three EBPVD samples were 
received as-deposited and were grown simultaneously in chamber with 
the YSZ film thicknesses empirically estimated to be 127, 178, and 229 
micron.   
The second set of thermal barrier coating samples was air plasma-
sprayed YSZ on grit-blasted, Ni-based single-crystal superalloy coupon, 
also obtained from the University of California-Santa Barbara.  Nothing 
else is known for certain about this sample, such as the bond coat 
material or preparation, the oxidation state, or thickness.  The sample was 
yellow in color, unlike the white-grey-beige color of the EBPVD YSZ films.  
This suggests two possibilities:  1) that either their deposition 
(environment) conditions can affect the color, or 2) that the sample had 
been oxidized previously—as yellowing could be a mild side effect of the 
introduction of impurities during the combustion of air in the cycling oven. 
The third set of thermal barrier coatings were plasma-sprayed YSZ 
onto grit-blasted Ni-based Hastelloy X coupons.  They were commercially-
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produced and laser-machined by Mound Laser & Photonics Center 
(MLPC), as seen in Figure III.19.  The TBC film thicknesses were 293 ± 12 
µm for sample (a) and 337 ± 6 µm for sample (b).  These samples were 
not oxidized. 
Figure III.8:  Optical photograph of two laser mach ined APS thermal barrier 
coatings. 
 
Section 3.02 -  Time-Domain Reflection Measurement of 
TBC Films 
A. As-Grown Thermal Barrier Coatings 
 




 All of the TBC Yttria-stablilized Zirconia films were measured using 
the off-axis, “pitch-catch” time-domain reflectometer described in Section 
2.03B.  The terahertz beam was focused onto the surface of the sample at 
a 30 - 45◦ incidence angle θ from the normal (Figure III.9).  A fraction of 
the terahertz pulse is reflected at the interface between the air and YSZ 
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where, nair and nYSZ are the refractive indices of porous YSZ and air, 
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where d is the YSZ film thickness and t1 and t2 are the peak times. 
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Figure III.10:  Time-domain comparison of reflectio ns from EBPVD and APS TBCs. 
 
 For as-grown TBC, the THz-pulse is reflected at the interface 
between the YSZ and the metallic bond coat.  It is at this interface where 
the first differences between film preparation techniques become apparent.  
Figure III.10 shows a comparison of the time-domain reflections from APS 
and EBPVD coatings.  The signals were normalized for a first peak 
amplitude of unity.  The first pulse shapes are nearly identical, indicating 
neither film is more dispersive or absorbing (i.e., αAPS = αEBPVD) than the 
other.  However, the amplitudes of the 2nd reflections are significantly 
different.  If the difference in amplitude were dependent on the film 
thickness or absorption, then the peak amplitudes would be linearly 
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therefore, the second peak amplitude would be expected to be closer to 
45 - 50% of the first peak amplitude, instead of 30%.  For reasons that will 
be elaborated on in Section 3.02B, it is plausible that this additional 
decrease in amplitude is related to one of two things:  1) scattering due 
the surface roughness of the grit-blasted bond coat or 2) the development 
of a thermally grown oxide layer—which has a lower reflectivity than the 
metal bond coat.  Subsequent measurement of the MLPG APS thermal 
barrier coatings—which are also grit-blasted and have not been 
oxidized—and the diminished number of echoes to due internal reflection 
indicate that it is scattering that causes the reduced second peak 
amplitude. 
Figure III.11:  Time-domain comparison of reflectio ns from three EBPVD samples 
of different thickness. 
 
 For these coatings, thickness uniformity is an important parameter 
because temperature drop across the coating is dependent upon the 





EBPVD coupons (called A, B, and C) estimated to be 127 µm, 178 µm 
and 229 µm thick, respectively, were also measured without knowing the 
refractive index of porous YSZ.  The time delays between the first and 
second reflections (Table III.1) were determined to not be proportional to 
the thicknesses empirically determined by their position in the growth 
chamber.   
Table III.1:  Statistical table of the average time  delay between first and second 
reflections and the calculated thicknesses based on  the determined refractive 
index of YSZ. 
 
Figure III.12:  Visual cross-sectional measurements  of EBPVD YSZ thermal barrier 
coating. 
Coupon A ∆t Stats (ps)  d Stats (micron) 
Mean 3.6 136.4 
Median 3.6 137.0 
Standard Deviation 0.1 4.7 
Coupon B ∆t Stats (ps)  d Stats (micron) 
Mean 4.2 160.9 
Median 4.3 163.1 
Standard Deviation 0.1 5.0 
Coupon C ∆t Stats (ps)  d Stats (micron) 
Mean 4.9 186.2 
Median 5.0 188.5 






The actual thicknesses of the films had to be verified by cutting the 
samples in half and visually measuring the cross-section (Figure III.12).  
coupons A and B were determined to have an average thickness within 
error of the estimation; however coupon C was determined to be 50 
microns thinner than expected.  It was also determined that the films were 
not uniformly thick across the samples, thus making it difficult to 
generalize refractive index calculations without knowing the precise 
thickness of the film at the time-domain measurement location. 
Figure III.13:  Refractive index spectrum of APS YS Z thermal barrier coating. 
 
 The MLPG TBC samples had thicknesses and enough separation 
between the first and second reflections to permit the calculation of the 
index spectra of the APS-type YSZ by inverting Equation 21.  Below 1.75 
THz, the index is close to four, which corresponds to the index obtained 
for the YSZ wafer in Section 3.01B. 
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B. Oxidized Thermal Barrier Coatings 
 Since thermal oxide growth is the predominant non-mechanical 
source of TBC failure, coupons B and C were heated at 1100 degrees 
Celsius for two and three 100 hour-cycles, respectively, in order to grow 
TGO layers and was measured using scanning electron microscopy, to 
access thickness (Figure III.14b), and time-domain reflectometry (Figure 
III.15) after each heat .cycle.   
 
 
Figure III.14:  Scanning electron micrograph of the rmal protection system (a) as-
grown and (b) after 300 hrs of cyclic heating. 















 The time delay between the air/YSZ and YSZ/BC or YSZ/TGO 
interface reflections were measured at three different positions on the 
sample to compensate for imprecise knowledge of the film thickness and 
the evolving shape of the sample after sections were cut for visual and 
cross-sectional SEM measurements.  The peak time delays after each 
oxidation cycle are in Figure III.16.  The SEM measurement of the TGO 
after a total of 300 hours of heat treatment indicated it was 4.1 ± 0.6 µm.  
Using 3.1 as the refractive index of alumina, that thickness would 
correspond to a delay time of 84 fs—which is within the thickness error of 
approximately 100 fs.  Therefore the minimum measurable thickness, with 
the sensitivity of this THz system, would be approximately 5 µm. 
Figure III.16:  Average time delay between first tw o reflections for TBC Coupon C 




Figure III.17:  Ratio of first and second reflectio n peak amplitudes for TBC coupon 
C, as-grown and after three oxidation cycles  The d iamond shape corresponds to 
the standard deviation, while the crosses are the o utlying values. 
 
 An alternate method of monitoring TGO layer growth may be by 
comparing the relative amplitudes of the first and second reflections the 
for each oxidation cycle (Figure III.17).  With increasing oxidation, the 
second peak amplitude becomes increasingly, and consistently, smaller 
than the first.  This is related to the thickening of the thermally-grown 
alumina layer, which has a lower refractive index than the bond coat.  At 
an index of approximately three, the thickness of the TGO is not significant 
enough for the superimposed reflected pulse to be resolved separately 
from the pulse reflected from the BC, while in addition to its smaller 
reflectivity.  As the TGO becomes thicker, the amplitude of the composite 
pulse decreases (and the time delay increases) as the additive pulses 
gradually become further apart.  With further oxidation then, it may be 
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possible to estimate TGO thickness and identify localized spallation with 
this method. 
Section 3.03 -  Profiling/Imaging of Films and Defe cts  
Figure III.18:  (a) Photographic image of laser-abl ated EBPVD thermal barrier 
coating and (b) its cross-sectional profile between  1.25 and 2.0 THz. 
 
 Large-scale changes of TBC thicknesses may be measured by 
scanning across the sample and analyzing the reflected time-domain 
signal in real-time.  Figure III.18 shows a TBC with a 1.7 mm laser-
damage spot which was measured using the “pitch-catch” reflectometer 
described in section 2.03B.  The sample was translated in 100 µm 
increments across the focal plane of an approximately 1.7 mm FWHM 
terahertz beam spot.  The spatial profile of the coating was calculated by 
integrating the spectrum of the air/TBC interface reflection between 1.25 










  (28) 
(a) (b) 
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This method of analysis can be beneficial when the THz-beam spot size is 
larger than the features of the film defect such that the local averaging of 
the reflected signal does not result in a detectable or significant time delay 
between air/TBC and air/BC reflections.  By filtering out the lower spatial 
frequencies of the THz-beam spot, smaller spatial features can be 
resolved. 
Figure III.19:  Computer-assisted drawings of MLPG YSZ samples; (a) twelve laser-
machined slots of equal depth and length, but decre asing width and (b) top row, 
laser-machined slots of equal depth and width, but varying length; bottom row, 
slots of equal length, but varying width and depth.  
 
 Figure III.19 shows the computer-assisted drawings of slots laser-
machined into a 330 µm thick APS thermal barrier coatings.  The line 
profile of three slots, measured using the reflectometer mentioned above, 
were also calculated by integrating the time window of the terahertz signal 
containing only the reflections from the air/TBC interface over the higher 
spatial frequencies between 1.25 and 2.5 THz.  The peaks in Figure 
III.20a correspond to the slots, since the reflection from the air/BC 
interface was not included in the computation.  The differences in the slot 
widths were not resolvable because the spatial distribution of the THz 
beam was comparable to the sizes of the features.   
(a) (b) 
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Figure III.20:  (a) Cross-sectional profile of firs t three laser-machined slots in third 
row of TBC sample and (b) 2D terahertz image of all  laser-machined slots (100 µm x 
1000µm pixel size).  
 
Both APS TBC samples were measured using a co-linear THz 
reflectometer (as discussed in section 2.03B).  Figure III.20b shows a 
terahertz image produced by integrating the spectrum of the first reflection 
from 0.7 – 1.0 THz.  This THz system had a smaller THz bandwidth and 
approximately 2 mm FWHM focal spot size.  The light regions in the image 
correspond to areas covered by the TBC, while the dark regions 
correspond to the slots whose reflections were slightly out of the analyzed 
temporal window.  The brightest white spots within the slots correspond to 
regions where most of the THz spot was completely within the BC 
exposed region.  While the widths of the slots were not spatially resolved 




Figure III.21:  Terahertz image 175 micron thick EB PVD thermal barrier coatings as-
grown and after two oxidation cycles, using frequen cy centroid calculation (250 µm 
x 250 µm) pixel size. 
 
 Another plausible application of THz imaging for thermal barrier 
coatings, based on the principles of piezospectroscopy, is the monitoring 
of large-scale thermal oxide growth through a spectral shift that occurs 
proportionally to TGO thickness [92].  As the thermal oxide grows the 
stress between the thermal barrier coating and the bond coat increases, 
resulting in a shift in the spectrum—of the pulse reflected from the bond 
coat—to a lower spectral energy.  For a fully calibrated terahertz system, it 
should be possible to monitor this energy redistribution by calculating the 
spectral centroid of the thermal protection system.  Figure III.21 shows a 
terahertz image of two halves of coupon B, created using a frequency 












c   (29) 
where νc is the weighted peak frequency of the reflected signal.  The left 
half of coupon B was as-grown, while the right half underwent two 100-hr 
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heat treatment cycles.  The light grey regions of the coupon correspond to 
a higher spectral energy distribution, while darker grey regions correspond 
to a down shift. The white and black regions are artifacts due to the 
terahertz beam spot size and beam diffraction occurring at the edges of 
the sample.  Another, independent measurement would have to be 
performed to determine if the localized dark spots are a result of coating 
spallation.  As with the other techniques for measuring oxidation, this 
needs to be further evaluated after many more cycles. 
Section 3.04 -  Conclusion 
 
 Using terahertz time-domain reflectometry to nondestructively study 
multilayered thermal protection systems is novel and still under 
development.  Inroads have been made by determining the refractive 
index of porous YSZ and by comparing the effects the EBPVD and APS 
growth techniques have on the terahertz measurements.  Three methods 
of monitoring thermal oxide growth have been proposed, but need to be 
explored after further sample oxidation.  Terahertz ranging was used to 
determine the thicknesses of TBCs, which were within 10 µm of the 
thicknesses determined using destructive methods.  Changes in relative 
reflectivity and spectral energy shifts may also be used to monitor thermal 
oxide growth, with imaging techniques permitting large-area assessments 
of these conditions. 
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CHAPTER IV:   TERAHERTZ TIME-DOMAIN 
REFLECTOMETRY OF WOOD FOR DENDROCHRONOLOGY 
 
Section 4.01 -  Introduction to Dendrochronology 
Dendrochronology is the science of using tree-rings to create a time 
line for an object or place [97,98,99].  Trees are an excellent tool for dating 
because as a reflection of their environment, they are sensitive to both 
natural (i.e., weather) and man-made (i.e., pollution) events that affect tree 
growth.  The volume and density of wood growth is not only dependent on 
the cyclic seasonal changes that produce earlywood and latewood (i.e., 
the light and dark rings as seen in Figure IV.1) in all trees, but also on 
localized climate, soil, and water conditions [100].  This results in the 
growth of tree-rings unique to a specific period of time and place, so that 
these patterns of wide and narrow ring growth accumulate over the years 
during the lifetime of the tree.  Therefore trees growing in the same forest 
can be dated to each other (i.e., cross-dating) by comparing similar ring 
patterns.  Sequences of the unique ring patterns, or series, can be 
combined into a reference chronology for any particular location, such that 
any tree-ring sample from that region can be compared to the reference 
and dated.  Climate patterns—while seasonally cyclic—can progress both 
linearly and nonlinearly over extended periods of time [100].  Therefore, 
the longer the ring series is, the more precise the chronology. 
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Figure IV.1:  A sequence of tree rings from a red o ak showing a tree ring that is 
narrower (A) than a tree ring that is average in wi dth (C), and a tree ring that is 
wider (B) than average.  EW = earlywood portion of ring, LW = latewood portion of 
the ring, heartwood shows up as the darker portion of the tree trunk, sapwood is 
consists of the lighter-colored wood[3]. 
 
In section 4.03, the methodology of measuring tree-ring widths and 
computational comparison of measured rings to a reference chronology 
will be further discussed. 
Section 4.02 -  Historical Terahertz Experiments on  Wood 
In 1998, Martin Koch, et al [101,102] were the first to suggest and 
demonstrate that the density mapping of wood would be an interesting 
application for terahertz transmission imaging, since wood is fairly 
transparent in the terahertz spectral range.  Terahertz is non-destructive— 
in comparison to many of the mechanical measurement methods—and 
also provides the sub-millimeter spatial resolution that is desirable for 
sensing with sub-annual ring resolution.  Using photoconductive switches 
in a transmission geometry, as described in ref. 103, they were able to 
sense the changes in density between the large-celled earlywood (light  
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Figure IV.2:  (a) Optical photograph and (b) terahe rtz image of a piece of 
beechwood [101]. 
 
grey) and the small, densely-packed cell latewood (vertical, dark grey 
lines), in Figure IV.2.  The xylem rays (horizontal, dark grey lines) were 
also sensed, because its cell structures were designed to transport and 
retain moisture, therefore making its cells more absorbing at terahertz 
frequencies [104].  An absorption profile (Figure IV.3) across the specimen 
was extracted from the THz image and found to be comparable to the 
density profile of the specimen obtained using the field-standard 
gravitometric-volumetric method. 
Figure IV.3:  (a) Density profile obtained using gr avitometric-volumetric method 
and (b) absorption profile extracted from the THz i mage of a defined section of the 






 The next most significant study of wood using terahertz was not 
presented until Reid, et al, in 2006 [ 105 ] studied the terahertz 
birefringence and attenuation properties of wood in a transmission 
geometry.  They were able to demonstrate that diattenuation and a 
frequency-independent time delay of the pulse occurs as it propagates 
through the wood (Figure IV.4 and Figure IV.5).  These are attributable to 
wood having fast (perpendicular to grain) and slow (parallel to grain) 
complex index of refraction axes by rotating the specimen with respect to 
the polarization of the terahertz beam.   
Figure IV.4:  Reference and transmitted terahertz t ime-domain waveforms through 
a piece of spruce wood, measured with the THz polar ization making an angle with 
respect to the visible grain direction [105]. 
 
Figure IV.5:  Frequency-resolved index of refractio n and absorption coefficient 
obtained in transmission.  Measurements were taken with the terahertz polarization 
parallel (solid) and perpendicular (dashed) to the wood grain [105]. 
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The authors proposed that since dry wood is a very poor conductor, 
the grain orientation dependant absorption is due to stronger scattering of 
terahertz radiation from fiber cylinders of sizes on the order of a terahertz 
wavelength along the fiber cylinder axis. 
Section 4.03 -  Computational methods for Tree-ring  
Crossdating 
Pattern recognition is an essential element of dendrochronology; 
therefore several conditions are required for tree-ring dating to work 
successfully [99].  First, the wood used to make the object must have 
distinct rings.  Second, the object must have enough rings to provide a 
conclusive match with other samples. Third, a reference chronology must 
be available for the region from which the tree grew that was eventually 
crafted into an object or made into a structure. Without a reference 
chronology, the object cannot be dated.  In the case of the experiments 
presented in this chapter, the terahertz images of the wooden sample will 
provide the “sample” ring series, while the optical photograph will provide 
the “reference” chronology. 
Dendrochronologists commonly use software—such as COFECHA, 
Personal Analysis System for Tree-Ring Research (PAST), or 
WinDENDRO—to aid this measurement, analysis and crossdating of ring 
series patterns.  The programs CooRecorder 7 and CDendro 7 by Cybis™ 
were selected for the purpose of comparing photographs of the wood 
samples to their terahertz images because of its low cost and user-friendly 
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simplicity.  CooRecorder 7 allows the user to import a photograph of the 
wood sample and identify the ring positions, then export the normalized 
ring width series to be compared to another sample or a standardized 
reference from an established database.   
Tree-ring series are crossdated both graphically (Figure IV.6) and 
statistically for precision.  The crossdating tool, CDendro 7, enables the 
user to perform a ring-width transformation which detrends the series for 
individual tree growth rates.  For hard woods such as oak, pine or walnut, 
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where yi and yi+1 are sequential ring widths.  The ring series can then be 
graphically represented and offset to visually match the reference 
chronology. 
Figure IV.6: Sample tree-ring series compared with reference chronology, before 
and after graphical offset match [99]. 
 
For accuracy, the graphical chronology match should be statistically 
verified.  The three most common statistical parameters used for 
crossdating are Gleichlaufigkeit (GLK), correlation coefficient (ccoeff), and 
an adapted student t-test [106].  The GLK represents the percentage 
(b) (a) 
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slope equivalence of a given sample and reference with the overlapping 
parts of the two series.  The correlation coefficient is a percentage of 
















c     (31) 
where ri and si are the respective Hollstein transformed ring values of the 
reference and sample, andr and s are the mean values of the transformed 
ring series.  A perfect match would correspond to ccoeff = 1, while a perfect 
mismatch is ccoeff = 0.  The correlation coefficient becomes more valuable 
when taking into account the length (N) of overlapping series, therefore a 
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 The ring series were measured along several radii from the outer 
rings to the pith, for each wood specimen’s photographic reference and 
terahertz image.  The ring series for the photograph were averaged to 
produce a single reference chronology.  Each ring series from the 
terahertz image was compared to that specimen’s reference chronology to 
assess its equivalency, as well as to determine the threshold GLK, ccoeff, 
and t-test scores. 
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Sample GLK overlap c coeff  t-test 
Pine 1 0.80 ± .09 22 ± 1 0.73 ± 0.16 6.5 ± 2.5 
Pine 2 0.72 ± 0.16 24 ± 6 0.82 ± 0.11 5.7 ± 2.8 
Walnut 0.86 ± 0.05 16 ± 1 0.78 ± 0.03 6.6 ± 1.7 
Table IV.1:  Mean statistical parameters of photogr aphic reference time series with 
respect to the reference chronology. 
 
In Hanaca, et al’s paper on the provenancing of Baltic timber [107], 
examples were given of t-test scores ranging between 4.96 and 7.47, 
resulting in an acceptable t-test threshold of 6.0 ± 25% for matching tree-
ring series to a reference chronology.  In their case, the time-series are 
longer with lower correlation coefficients.  Here, the records are shorter, 
but the correlation is high, therefore both the t-test and ccoeff values will be 
considered relevant for judging good matches.  The ranges of 
acceptability for the median values of the specimen’s cross-dating 
statistics are then determined by the 1/e standard deviation errors of the 
reference statistics. 
Section 4.04 -  Ranging measurements of tree ring w idths 
 The ranging measurements were carried out using a Picometrix 
QA-1000 terahertz imaging system [108] consisting of a femtosecond 
laser fiber-coupled to an XYZ-translatable photoconductive, co-linear THz-
transceiver with a 2 mm focal beam waist and ~1 cm depth of focus.  The 
rings of the wood samples (Figure IV.7) were measured with the THz 
beam probing the wood parallel to the radial direction of ring growth 
(normal to the ring-plane of the specimen).  
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Figure IV.7:  Optical photograph of pine 1 wood spe cimen cross-section. 
 
Figure IV.8 shows the time-domain reflection signature of the 
terahertz probe pulses incident on the side of the dowel normal to the tree 
rings seen in Figure IV.7.  The first reflection is from the air/pulp interface, 
while the subsequent reflections occur at the boundaries between the 
seasonal (early and late) wood growths, where there is a significant 
change in wood density, resulting in Fresnel reflections.   Due to the short 
focal depth of the THz-beam with respect to the specimen thickness and 
Fresnel loss, only a limited number of rings produced reflections of 
significant amplitude.   
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Figure IV.8:  Time-domain waveform of terahertz sig nal reflected from the white 
pine wood sample of Fig. 2. 
 
Figure IV.9:  Terahertz B-scan image of signal refl ected from the white pine wood 
specimen in Figure IV.7 (Dimensions: 20 mm x 320 ps  with 2 mm x .0718 ps pixel 
size). 
 
A b-scan image in Figure IV.9 is a time-domain based cross-
sectional image of the specimen scanned across its width, where the 
vertical axis corresponds to time and horizontal axis corresponds to the 
amplitude of the time-domain signal along the x-position.  The bright lines 
represent the strongly reflected THz-signal at the earlywood/latewood 
boundaries, thus the distance between the white lines are comparable to 
ring widths.   
Table IV.2 shows the results of comparing the collection of b-scan 
ring widths with the pine 1 specimen’s reference chronology.  Since the 
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terahertz image of the pine 1 specimen was very uniform with respect to 
the scanned area, there was a significantly higher correlation between 
each series measurement within the collection than within the reference 
collection.   
Parameter Mean Minimum Median Maximum  
ccoeff 0.96 ± 0.005 0.96 0.96 0.97 
t-test 6.95 ± 0.60 6.1 7.1 7.5 
overlap 5.75 ± 0.5 5 5 6 
Table IV.2:  Statistical results of comparison betw een pine specimen b-scan and its 
reference chronology. 
 
Nonetheless, there was a strong match between the terahertz-sampled 
ring widths and the reference chronology.  Given the limited number of 
sampled rings, a median t-test score of 7.1 is very strong match, falling 
well within the threshold range of 4 – 8 and within 10% of the threshold 
value of 6.5. 
 There are, however, limitations to this method of measuring tree-
rings.  As discussed in section 4.02—wood is a birefringent material, 
therefore it is imperative to optimize the fiber alignment with the 
polarization of the terahertz beam in order to further reduce signal 
attenuation due to scattering and Fresnel losses.  Figure IV.10 shows the 
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Figure IV.10:  Time-domain amplitude waveforms of p ine specimen over 360 
degree rotation. 
 
angular dependence of the fiber orientation with respect to the terahertz 
beam polarization.  As the wood specimen is rotated from 0° through 360°, 
the separation of the reflections from the first and second interfaces varies 
cyclically, while the reflections from the subsequent layers are enhanced 
or attenuated accordingly.  The diagonal, rather than either the fast or 
slow axes result in the best signal strength for reflections from more 
deeply embedded rings.  There is sinusoidal change in optical delay  
Figure IV.11:  Time delay between surface reflectio n and primary ring reflection as 
a function of the rotation angle.   
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between the ring reflections as the specimen is rotated (Figure IV.11),.  
Therefore the orientation should be optimized for maximum interface 
reflections, with minimum time in between them.  This method of 
measuring tree-rings may be a valuable method of extracting information 
about how carpenter or artist selects their cuts of wood, based on fiber 
orientation. 
Section 4.05 -  Tomographic Measurements of Tree Ri ngs 
Figure IV.12:  Optical photograph of the (a) pine 2  and (b) walnut wood specimen. 
 
In addition to varnishing wood for frames, furnishings, aesthetic 
room structures, et cetera, it was not uncommon for artists to create 
paintings on thin wood panels instead of canvas. Hence there is a great 
deal of interest in determining the ring patterns that exist under the paint 
within these framed substrates without removing the frame or otherwise 
disturbing the integrity of the painting.  As a result, three wood specimen 
(b) (a) 
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were studied to simulate these multilayer systems:  1) another pine 
specimen (Figure IV.12a) coated with 3 layers of acrylic varnish, 2) a 
walnut specimen (Figure IV.12b) coated with a layer of primer (calcium 
sulfate gesso and animal glue) and 3) another walnut specimen cut from 
the same region coated with a layer of primer and paint (lead white oil). 
Figure IV.13:  Schematic of the tomographic measure ment of the walnut specimen 
beneath multiple coating layers. 
 
For the tomographic measurements (Figure IV.13), the THz-beam 
probed the wood normal to the radial ring growth direction or parallel to 
the ring-plane as show in the figure below.  Because of the difference in 
index of refraction for each coating layer, the information on the obscured 
wood layer can be extracted by analyzing only the terahertz-pulse 
reflected from the coating/wood interface.  
 
Figure IV.14:  THz image of section of unvarnished pine 2 wood specimen (100 mm 
x 10 mm dimensions, 0.25 mm x 1 mm pixel size). 
 
Figure IV.15:  THz image of varnished pine 2 wood s pecimen (100 mm x 10 mm 






Figure IV.14 and Figure IV.15 show images of the unvarnished 
(bottom) and varnished (top) pine 2 specimen sections.  They were 
calculated by integrating the power spectra of the first reflections from the 
specimen from 0.5 - 0.8 THz and 0.5 – 1.0 THz, respectively, to optimize 
the spatial resolution.  The tree-ring series were repeatedly measured 
from the left and right sides of the center pith—in order to both double the 
number of tree-ring series measured from a single specimen and to 
demonstrate the radial symmetry of the tree-ring growth—and aligned to 
each other by optimizing the GLK and overlap.   
Figure IV.16 compares the mean of unvarnished and varnished 
specimen to their photographs, with the 35th ring corresponding to the last 
before the pith.  The unvarnished image produces the most precise overall 
tree-ring series replication, since the more tightly spaced tree-rings were 
easier to resolve.  However, for the THz image of the varnished specimen, 
several individual ring-width blocks within the series had strong correlation 
to both the photographic reference and the terahertz image of the 
unvarnished sample.   
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Figure IV.16:  Comparison of mean tree-ring series of a photograph and a terahertz 
image of the pine 2 wood specimen. 
 
 For the unvarnished pine 2 specimen (Table IV.3), both the median 
ccoeff and t-test values were nearly identical to the threshold values of the 
photographic reference.  For the varnished specimen (Table IV.4), the 
median t-test value was within the threshold range, however the 
correlation coefficient was slightly below it.  It should also be feasible to 
use block analysis to correlate and cross-date other terahertz images of 
wood specimen believed to be from the same region, irrespective of the 
coating status because of the high correlation despite the limited number 
of overlapping contiguous segments. 
Parameter Mean Minimum  Median Maximum 
ccoeff 0.72 ± 0.17 0.35 0.81 0.91 
t-test 5.65 ± 2.5 1.9 5.8 11.9 
overlap 24 ± 6 18 22 33 
Table IV.3:  Statistical parameters of unvarnished pine 2 specimen with respect to 
pine 2 reference chronology. 
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Parameter Mean Minimum Median Maximum 
ccoeff 0.62 ± 0.22 0.26 0.69 0.97 
t-test 3.8 ± 2.4 1.3 3.4 11.3 
overlap 20 ± 9 6 19 31 
Table IV.4:  Statistical parameters of varnished pi ne 2 wood specimen with respect 
to pine 2 reference chronology.  
 
The terahertz images of the unprimed and primed walnut 1 
specimen, shown in Figure IV.17 were compared to the optical photograph 
of the unprimed walnut 1 specimen.  Figure IV.17a was obtained using a 
peak-to-peak amplitude analysis of the 1st reflected time-domain pulse, 
while Figure IV.17b represents an amplitude analysis at 600 GHz of the 
pulse reflected from the primer/wood interface.  Visually, the tree-rings 
were resolvable, despite their compactness.  However, statistically they 
did not compare to their reference chronology as well as the pine 2 
specimen did to its reference chronology.  This could be attributed to the 
subtle variations in light and dark wood thicknesses during early growth 
being more significant when the sample length and diameter is small. 





 For the terahertz image of the unprimed walnut specimen (Table 
IV.5), the correlation coefficient was 6% below threshold, however the 
median t-test score was well within the threshold limit.  The statistics for 
the primed walnut specimen (Table IV.6) were not as good.  The t-test 
score was only out of range by 5%, however the ccoeff exceeded the 
threshold range by 28%.  As such, it is questionable as to whether an 
adequate match would be made beneath the primer. 
Parameter Mean Minimum Median Maximum 
ccoeff 0.86 ± 0.05 0.82 0.85 0.93 
t-test 6.6 ± 1.7 5.2 6.1 9.4 
overlap 16 ± 1 15 16 17 
Table IV.5:  Statistical parameters of THz image of  unprimed walnut specimen 1 
with respect to walnut reference chronology. 
 
Parameter Mean Minimum Median Maximum 
ccoeff 0.51 ± 0.11 0.11 0.54 0.66 
t-test 1.9 ± 0.56 1.1 2.0 2.6 
overlap 12 ± 3 8 12 15 
Table IV.6:Statistical Parameters of THz image of p rimed walnut specimen 1 with 
respect to walnut reference chronology. 
 
 For finer spacing between tree-rings, it is arguable that precise 
image resolution and ring measurement become imperative because of 
the possibility of missing rings or falsely measuring rings.  Nonetheless, 
the quality of individual series’ graphical matches and block GLK and ccoeff 
analyses suggest that comparing short blocks of longer (>50) tree-ring 
series to a reference chronology may actually provide higher t-test results 
and more precise cross-dating matches. 
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The terahertz image of the primed-and-painted walnut 2 specimen 
(Figure IV.18) was obtained by integrating the entire spectrum of the pulse 
reflected from the back surface of the specimen (i.e., the shadow).  The 
measured tree-ring series were then compared to the original walnut 1 
reference chronology. 
 
Figure IV.18:  THz shadow image of walnut 2 specime n beneath primer and paint. 
 
Parameter Mean Minimum Median Maximum 
ccoeff 0.58 ± 0.13 0.42 0.56 0.80 
t-test 2.0 ± 0.75 1.2 1.9 3.3 
overlap 9 ± 2 7 10 11 
Table IV.7:  Statistical Parameters of THz image of primed and painted walnut specimen 
1 with respect to walnut reference chronology. 
 
 Equivalent statistical results (Table IV.7) were obtained when 
matching the two different walnut specimen from the same region.  This 
result both justifies the applicability of THz-pulse imaging of wood 
specimen and qualifies the importance of careful block selection. 
Section 4.06 -  Conclusion 
 Several wood specimen were investigated using terahertz time-
domain reflectometry.  Tree-rings measured parallel to growth using 
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ranging had limited penetration, but statistically consistent depth resolution.  
Tree-rings imaged perpendicular to growth were spatially resolvable using 
tomography.  The statistical accuracy of the natural and varnished wood 
specimen was high in comparison to their reference chronologies.  The 
correlation coefficients and t-test scores for primed and painted specimen 
were not adequately matched to their references, but were similarly 
matched to each other.  There is still some promise that THz-TDR will be 
useful for the dendrochronological cross-dating of wood panel paintings. 
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CHAPTER V:   TERAHERTZ TIME-DOMAIN 
REFLECTOMETRY OF ARTWORK 
 
Section 5.01 -  Introduction 
 Spectroscopy and imaging have become well-established tools in 
the evaluation and conservation of drawings, paintings, sculptures, and 
many other art forms.  Electromagnetic radiation-based measurement 
techniques exploit the fact that materials reflect, absorb, and emit radiation 
in ways that depend on their molecular composition.  For example, x-ray 
fluorescence spectroscopy [ 109 ], Raman spectroscopy [ 110 ], laser-
induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) [111] and infrared spectroscopy 
[112,113] have been used for the analysis of the chemical components of 
artist’s media.  However, unlike chemical analysis, they are non-invasive 
and rarely require specimen to be removed from the art sample—which is 
beneficial to the preservation of the work of art being studied.  
Spectroscopic methods can be limiting, however, in that the 
measurements tend to be single point (or localized). Therefore the 
information obtained from the specimen may not always correlate with the 
larger sample area. 
 Spectroscopic imaging is a way to obtain a work’s spectral 
information over a large surface area of work.  In recent years, multi-
spectral imaging [114,115] acquisition systems have been developed—
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collectively using x-ray, ultraviolet (UV) [109], visible, infrared (IR) 
[116,117] and microwave [118] radiation.  In addition to being used to 
analyze the chemical composition of art media, these imaging methods 
can, layer by layer, reveal superficial changes, hidden layers of paint, and 
sub-surface damage in art work, such as with Leonardo da Vinci's 
Adoration of the Magi (Figure V.1).  
Figure V.1:  Multispectral diagnostic imaging used to examine Leonardo da Vinci's 
Adoration of the Magi. (Courtesy of Editech, M. Seracini) 
 
Figure V.2:  Schematic of layers measurable by UV, visible, and IR reflectance 
spectroscopy (courtesy University of Pisa, Italy by  Gianluca Farusi). 
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 UV, Visible, and IR spectroscopic reflectance imaging methods, 
however, are limited by the number and thickness of layers that can be 
studied since the penetration depth of radiation is proportional to its 
wavelength.  Figure V.2 shows the layers that are accessible by each 
technique.  X-rays and microwaves can penetrate thick layers. However, 
x-rays yield no depth resolution, and therefore the information obtained 
from one layer is inseparably superimposed onto the information from 
another layer.  On the other hand, microwaves (at frequencies below tens 
of gigahertz) have poor lateral spatial resolution, and therefore only 
features on the order of centimeters and larger can be clearly imaged. 
 Terahertz radiation can penetrate thick layers of many non-polar, 
non-metallic optically opaque materials.  In reflection, THz-pulse 
separation between materials of suitable optical thickness and terahertz 
beam control can enable individual layers to be resolved.  Aperture-less 
THz-imaging can obtain spatial resolutions on the order of tens of microns, 
while THz-imaging using apertures can obtain sub-diffraction limited 
resolution.  Therefore, the use of terahertz time-domain spectroscopic 
imaging (THz-TDSI) [109,119] as a nondestructive, multispectral-imaging 
tool to supplement the current technology is being proposed. 
 In this chapter, the time delays and intensity signatures of terahertz 
pulses reflected from multilayer systems of sketch drawings, paint, and 
plaster and were investigated in order to demonstrate the feasibility of 
using terahertz techniques for inspecting and resolving artwork, 
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particularly frescoes embedded in subsurface layers within a wall or 
ceiling.  It has been observed that it is possible to spectrally distinguish 
pigments and other artist’s media, as well as to identify hidden layers—
including sketches and paint patterns—through coats of paint and thick 
layers of plaster.   
Section 5.02 -    Spectroscopic Measurements of Art ist’s 
Media 
 The first step to spectroscopic imaging of art is to establish a basic 
understanding of the optical properties of materials used in art.  A 
selection of pigments and sketch materials commonly used by historical 
and contemporary artists was obtained.  A complete list and description of 
these media are found in Appendix I. 
A. Time-domain Index Measurements of Pigments 
 Four of the pigments were densely packed into optical cuvets and 
measured in transmission.  The time-domain transmission signals with 
and without the pigment samples present in their cuvets (Figure V.3) can 
be compared in order to obtain a bulk index of refraction calculation.   
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Figure V.3:  Time-domain waveforms of THz-pulses pr opagating through same 
volume of four pigments compared to air reference. 
 
Since the optical density (and thus the real index of refraction) of the 
pigment is proportional to the time it takes for the pulse to propagate 
through the same volume of pigment as in air, the bulk refractive index 




nn air ∆+=     (33) 
The results from the real part of the refractive index for the pigments are 
consolidated in  
Table V.1:  Bulk index of refraction of dry pigment s computed from time-domain 
terahertz transmission measurements. 
Pigment  Bulk Index  
Mixed Black 1.57 
Titanium White 1.70 
Yellow Ochre 1.35 
Burnt Sienna 1.52 
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B. Frequency-domain Index Measurements of Artist’s Media 
Figure V.4:  Electric field amplitude and reflectiv ity spectra of white pigments. 
 
 The pigments were also studied using THz time-domain pulse 
reflectometry and the co-linear THz reflectometer described in section 
1.02B.  A pure pigment palette was prepared by binding the powders with 
water—which completely evaporated before measurement—and applying 
them to a cloth substrate.  The spectral information on the entire palette 
can be found in Appendix II.  Here, only Bianco San Giovanni (calcium 
hydroxide), lead (carbonate) white, and titanium (dioxide) white—which 
are metamers, or colors that visually appear the same—will be presented 
to show that they can be spectrally distinguished. 
 The reflected pulse was Fourier-transformed to obtain the complex 





νν=ν     (34) 
where the complex reflectivity of the pigment is given by the relative field 
magnitude, r(ν), and relative phase, φ(ν), of the pigment and cloth palette  
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ν νφ    (35) 
where n(ν) is the real index and κ(ν) is the extinction coefficient, related to 






=νκ     (36) 
Equation 35 can be inverted and solved to obtain the frequency-
dependent refractive index and absorption as a function of the relative 
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 Atmospheric water-resonance features can be seen at 0.56, 0.75, 
and 0.99 THz in Figure V.4 and Figure V.5.  Between 0.66 and 0.90 THz, 
there appear to be features characteristic only of the cloth substrate, 
which may be related to scattering of terahertz wavelengths on scale with 
the weave and thread of the cloth.  Otherwise, the white pigments 
themselves have nearly spectrally-independent refractive indices and 
linearly-dependent absorption, which would be expected from a color that 
is defined by its broadband reflection of visible wavelengths. 
Figure V.6:  (a) Reflectivity and (b) absorption sp ectra of five common sketch 
materials. 
 
 Figure V.6 shows the reflectivity and absorption spectra of pure, 
compressed bistre, black charcoal, graphite, sanguine, and white charcoal.  
All are carbon-based materials, except sanguine which is iron oxide-based, 
but are processed differently.  Graphite has a dense, layered molecular 
structure that makes it a moderate quality semiconductor, which results in 
significantly higher reflectance and absorption compared to the other 
materials.  Black charcoal has moderate reflectance and absorption—
lower than graphite because of its amorphous structure, but higher than 
(b) (a) 
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bistre and white charcoal because of its molecular purity.  Sanguine—a 
material popularly used by Renaissance artists for underdrawings—
appears to be nearly transparent.   
C. Spectroscopic Imaging of Artist’s Media 
 
Figure V.7:  (a) Optical photograph and terahertz i mages of paint palette at (b) 0.2 
THz, (c) 0.5 THz, and (d) 0.8THz frequency bin. 
 
 Creating an image based on the reflected field amplitude from a 
monochromatic source is one of the simplest methods of spectroscopic 
imaging.  Using a broadband THz source enables the creation of many 
images from a single acquisition, limited in number by the spectral 
resolution and bandwidth.  Figure V.7a shows an optical photograph of the 
paint palette mentioned previously.  The names and locations of each 
pigment can be found in Appendix I.  Figure V.7b-d are spectroscopic 
images of the palette where the pixel value, M, is the spectrum amplitude 
at three terahertz frequency bins.  The intensity signatures of the pigments 
vary with frequency.  The most notable variation being the “appearance” 
and subsequence “disappearance”—at 0.5 and 0.8 THz, respectively—of 
the yellow pigments in the fourth row and the third red in the fifth row.  
(b) (a) (d) (c) 
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Despite the color difference, the three come from the same family of 
pigments, called ochres.  The intensity signatures of the white metamers 
are also similar to their spectral behavior in Figure V.4. 
 
Figure V.8:  (a) Optical photograph of the front su rface of a multilayer painting. (b) 
THz-TDS image of the painting, with the subsurface butterfly underdrawing visible 
through the surface. The image was formed using a p ower integration of the 
spectral information between 0.28 -and 0.74 THz (60  mm x 60 mm dimensions and 
0.5 mm x 0.5 mm pixel size). 
 
 Graphite sketches covered by an opaque layer of paint were also 
scanned.  Figure V.8b shows the butterfly image emerging from under a 
paint layer consisting of four quadrants of white, black, burnt sienna, and 
yellow ochre pigment.  Here, the spectral image was calculated using a 
power integration of the pulse spectrum between 0.28 and 0.74 THz, 









  (39) 
Note that changes in the thickness and composition of the paint in the four 
quadrants of Figure V.8 are discernible, and that the gray-scale can 







relative index differences between the white and yellow ochre pigments 
and similarities between the black and burnt sienna pigments correspond 
to the apparent color domains in the THz image in Figure V.8b, as well as 
the reflected spectral amplitudes (which can be found in Appendix II). 
Section 5.03 -  Terahertz Time-Domain Imaging of Fr esco 
Models 
 Frescoes are mural paintings constructed using pigments and a 
binding medium on a plaster surface.  For environmental and 
cultural/political reasons, it is common for these paintings to be obscured 
by pollution, additional paint, and/or addition layers of paneling or plaster.  
It is desirable for conservators to reveal these hidden works without risking 
any valuable surface work or support structure. As a spectral imaging tool, 
time-domain terahertz pulses have an advantage over other methods 
because the penetration depth of the terahertz beam is limited primarily by 
scattering and material absorption.  Most materials that are opaque in the 
UV to near-infrared range of the EM spectrum are semi-transparent to 
terahertz radiation.  Plaster is a notable example of this.  While infrared 
light may penetrate a layer of plaster as thick as 500 µm, in this thesis 
reflected THz-signals were measured through layers as thick as 1 cm.   
 With the limitations of X-rays and microwaves that were presented 
in Section 4.01, THz-pulse reflectometry may be a unique spectroscopic 
tool for imaging drawings or paintings that have been obscured by plaster.  
THz-TDR was used to resolve distinct dielectric patterns through optically 
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thick layers of paint and plaster.  The time delays and intensity signatures 
of the THz-pulses reflected from multilayer systems of plaster, painted 
surfaces, and graphite sketches were investigated in order to demonstrate 
the feasibility of using terahertz techniques for inspecting and resolving 
fresco artworks embedded in subsurface layers within a wall or ceiling.  
 Initially, a sample composed of a 60 mm x 35 mm x 4.35 mm thick 
plaster-of-Paris slab (Figure V.9) was prepared.  One-dimensional 
dielectric and metallic vertical stripe paint patterns were first resolved 
through plaster and painted-plaster overlayers in this system by 
measuring the peak intensity of THz pulse reflections arising from 
refractive-index mismatches at the interfaces of different fresco layers. 
Figure V.9:  (a) Front surface pattern, with strip widths: 5 mm titanium dioxide 
white (dotted region); 8 mm iron oxide burnt sienna  and iron oxide black; 5 mm 
titanium dioxide white (dotted); 5 mm mixed carbon and iron oxide black; 4.5 mm 
titanium dioxide white paint (pigment with water as  binding medium). (b) Back 
surface pattern:  8 mm silver paint and 5 mm titani um white paint, separated by a 




Figure V.10:  Time-domain reflected THz pulses from  six points along a line scan 
across the fresco painting depicted in Fig. 1.  The  waveform labels refer to the 1 st 
surface, or front surface, pigment. 
 
 A typical set of time-domain data from a one-dimensional scan is 
shown in Figure V.10 where one observes independent pulsed-THz 
reflections from each side of a plaster substrate.  The optical delay 





















=∆      (40) 
where npt, dpt and npl, dpl are the indices of refraction and thicknesses of 
the paint and plaster layers, respectively, θ is the incidence angle of the 
terahertz beam at the air/front surface interface, and c is the speed of light 
in a vacuum.  The front-surface returns—their electric-field peaks 
influenced by bands of paint of the colors noted on the figure (e.g., to first 
order, the white paint stripes reflect a larger peak signal than the other 
colors)—appear at the 7 ps time reference, while the back surface returns 
arrive about 55 ps later.  As expected, it can be seen that the electrically-
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conductive-paint reflection is also out of phase with the returns from the 
dielectric white paint/plaster and plaster/air back interfaces residing behind 
the other front-surface paints.  
Figure V.11:  Integrated power spectrum of front (s quare) and back (circle) surface 
reflections with solid-line smooth fit, measured in  1mm increments across fresco 
painting. 
 
 Figure V.11 shows the integrated spectral power of the reflected 










  (41) 
where the integrand is the Fourier Transform of the time-domain electric 
field reflection in question with a single maximum peak between ta and tb 
picoseconds, and ∆ν is the bandwidth of the incident terahertz pulse.  On 
the front surface, the high contrast in reflectivity between the white, burnt 
sienna, and black paints easily distinguishes the color domains.  The 
broadening of the measured color domains, as compared to their actual 
widths, may be attributed to a 6 mm 1/e THz spot size in this initial 
experiment.  On the back surface—behind only the middle white and the 
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burnt sienna paint stripes—the silver paint stripe yielded a significantly 
larger reflection than the white paint stripe—situated partially behind 
another white paint stripe (which significantly filtered the amount of field 
propagating through the plaster). 
Figure V.12:  Time-domain power integration of THz- beam reflection from 
plaster/graphite/plaster interface.  The graphite i mage of a butterfly, extracted from 
between plaster layers, is readily recognizable. 
 
 The graphite butterfly drawing in Figure V.8b was also measured 
through its 4 mm thick plaster substrate.  After time-gating the portion of 
the THz signal that returned solely from the rear of the substrate, a pattern 
of 1-2 mm wide graphite lines from the far side of the plaster was imaged.  
Specifically, the images of a butterfly are clearly observed when the THz-
transceiver focal plane is adjusted to the back of the plaster substrate.  
Images with air, wood, and additional plaster on the backside of the 
substrate were obtained, with the best contrast being seen with a plaster 
underlayer.   
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 The next stage was to produce a two-dimensional image of a 
painting under plaster.  The painting, consisting of five different pigments 
(Bianco San Giovanni, Glauconite, Hematite, Shungite and Yellow 
Ochre)—modeled after a section of a cathedral in Vif, France—was 
applied to the surface of 5 mm of wet, slaked-lime plaster on a wood panel 
and allowed to dry.  Another 5 mm layer of the same plaster mixture was 
applied over the painting, then a face and background was painted over it.   
Figure V.13:  Optical photographs of (a) the base “ Vif shapes” and (b) the top 




 The initially uncovered “Vif shapes” fresco in Figure V.13a was 
imaged using the painted layer as the focal plane in order to set the 
maximum expectation for the covered image in Figure V.13b.  Figure 
V.14a shows the image of the painting calculated only using the THz-
pulse reflected from the air/paint interface, as per Equation 41.  The 
boundaries of each color domain are well defined, although the red, yellow 
and green paints are not readily distinguished from each other.   
Figure V.14:  Terahertz images of uncovered "Vif sh apes" fresco:  (a) calculated by 
integrating the entire spectrum of the reflected pu lse and (b) calculated by 
integrating the spectrum between 0.15 THz and 0.50 THz (0.5 mm x 0.5 mm pixel 
size). 
 
However, by integrating the spectrum of the entire time-domain signal 
between 0.15 and 0.50 THz (via Equation 39), it was possible to 
determine that at least the red domain was a different pigment from the 
yellow and green domains (Figure V.14b). 
(b) (a) 
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Figure V.15:  Terahertz images of (a) "Face" fresco  covering "Vif Shapes" and (b) 
"Vif Shapes" fresco beneath paint and plaster (0.5 mm x 0.5 mm pixel size). 
 
 Figure V.15b was taken after the “Vif Shapes” fresco was covered 
by the “Face” fresco and created by integrating the spectrum of the entire 
time-domain signal—which included reflections from the “Face,” “Vif 
Shapes,” and wood panel layers—between 0.17 and 0.84 THz for 
maximized contrast between the five pigments.  Despite the image noise 
due to the superimposed layers, the features of the face, as well as 
several of the decorative color domains are distinguishable.  In the upper 
left corner, part of the “Vif Shapes” fresco has been exposed and the red, 
green, and black color domains are distinctive there. 
 Figure V.15b reveals the true power of THz-pulse reflectometry.  
Because of the multiple layers of covering, it was necessary to isolate the 
THz-pulse reflected from the plaster interface with the embedded painting.  
More care was put into the signal processing to obtain the clearest THz 
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or weighted peak time, calculation of the pulse reflected from the 
plaster/paint/plaster interfaces better resolved the color domains of the 
painting, particularly the white and black pigments.  The centroid takes 
advantage of the relative flatness of the top layer of plaster by using both 
the time-of-flight return of the reflected pulse and the pulse reflectivity and 
dispersion differences of each pigment.  Since the mouth is the only 
feature of the face that was significantly thick (it had two layers of paint), it 
was the only pattern from the top layer to produce a “shadow” onto the 
second layer. 
Figure V.16:  Optical photograph of uncovered and c overed sections of identical 
pairs of eyeglasses. Each section is 120 mm by 60 m m in dimension. 
 
 Another lab model consisted of two identical paintings of 
eyeglasses on a bi-color background—using white, black and yellow 
paints on a sand and plaster substrate (Figure V.16).  The second pair of 
glasses was covered by a 6-mm-thick layer of the same plaster mixture.  
Figure V.17 shows the terahertz images of the painted layer obscured by 
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the plaster.  They were each obtained from the gated time-domain signal 
such that only the pulse reflected from that layer was analyzed.  In Figure 
V.17a, the peak-to-peak amplitude analysis revealed well-defined 
boundaries for the pigments, however, the two white sections do not have 
the same grey scale shading despite being the same pigment.  This could 
be due to the paint for the lenses being applied more thickly than the paint 
below the glasses.  Figure V.17b is an integration over the peak frequency 
of the spectrum +/-100 GHz.  There is a higher contrast between the top 
and bottom pigments, as well as the black eyeglass frames.  Again it is 
difficult to determine why the two white sections do not match.  Figure 
V.17c utilizes a computation of the centroid time value of the pulse—which 
is dependent on the location, thickness and dispersive properties of the 
paint layer.  In this case, there is better contrast between the black and 
lower white sections than between the black and yellow sections.  The two 
white regions, however, are more closely matched than with the other two 
calculation methods.  It may be useful to reconstruct calculated images 
after applying edge enhancing high pass FFT and wavelet filters, as in 
Figure V.17d.  These filters help visually bring out the boundaries and 
textures of each section of the painting. 
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Figure V.17:  THz images of the covered painting re veal the eyeglasses after 
processing the data via:  (a) peak-to-peak amplitud e comparison, (b) spectral 
integration, (c) time-domain centroid analysis and (d) spatial filtering and wavelet 
reconstruction of (c) (0.5 mm x 0.5 mm pixel size).  
 
 All three methods provide more information about the possible 
variety of pigments, however inconsistency in amplitudes between the two 
white domains suggests that absolute pigment identification may be 
prohibitive.  Additional image-processing, such as the application of detail 
enhancing spatial filters and wavelet reconstruction—which removes noise 
from the image’s high and low spatial frequencies—can visually enhance 




Section 5.04 -  Terahertz Time-Domain Field Measure ments 
of Wall Paintings 
 
Figure V.18:  Optical photographs of partially expo sed fresco sections of L’Eglise 
de Saint Jean-Baptiste; (a) a wall in the nave betw een two archways and (b) wall 
section in the balcony area. 
 
Figure V.19: Top: (a) optical photograph of Vif fre sco section and THz images of 
covered section using (b) peak-to-peak amplitude; b ottom: (c) time-domain 
centroid, and (d) spectral integration (Dimensions:   100 mm x 100 mm, 2 mm x 2 
mm pixel size). 
 
 A portable THz-imaging system was then taken to L’Eglise de Saint 
Jean-Baptiste—a 9th century church in Vif, France—to inspect partially 





with pulsed THz technology.  The frescoes had been covered with multiple 
layers of plaster and paint over the course of several centuries—as 
treatments for aging, weather and fire damage and one change of style.  
The pictured frescoes were discovered through cracks and crumbling of 
the wall.  However, because of the uniqueness of each layer, it is 
desirable to nondestructively determine which obscured paintings are in 
the best conditions and most historically interesting before proceeding to 
remove plaster from unexposed areas of the church. 
 The section of fresco in the field study consisted of an exposed light 
grey semi-circle, and brown and green arcs—the shapes of which 
extended beneath multiple, non-uniform layers of coarse plaster, smooth 
plaster, and paint (Figure V.19a).  Figure V.19b represents the largest 
peak-to-peak amplitude of the overall reflected signal.  Hence, only the 
top-most paint layer of the plastered section is visible.  The exposed grey 
color domain is clearly distinguishable, with the brown and green domains 
having less distinctive boundaries.  Figure V.19c uses the centroid 
calculation of the pulse reflected from the fresco layer, revealing the 
extension of the semi-circle beneath the covering.  It is uncertain whether 
the light region in the upper right corner represents a new color domain or 
a possible layer defect, since the centroid is dependent on both the 
dispersion of the pulse and location of the interface.  In Figure V.19d, the 
spectral integration of the time window—expanded to include the reflection 
from the exposed fresco—reveals the continuation of the grey, semi-
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circular pattern beneath and across the plaster boundary.  No further 
information is revealed about the upper right corner. 
Section 5.05 -  Other Applications of Terahertz Ref lection 
Imaging in Art 
 
Figure V.20:  Top: Optical photographs of (a) uncov ered mosaic pattern and (b) 
sectioned and covered mosaic; Bottom:  Terahertz im ages using (c) time-domain 
centroid and (d) 0.05-0.10 THz amplitude integratio n on pulse reflected from 
plaster/tile interface (Dimensions:  130 mm x 130 m m sample and 1 mm x 1 mm 
pixel size). 
 
 Preliminary experiments have been done to apply the knowledge 
gained from studying obscured paintings to studying mosaics, which like 
frescoes, have occasionally been covered to due degradation and 
changes in religion or politics.  Mosaics consist of flat, colored tiles 
cemented to a substrate in a colorful pattern.  A model was produced 




The spaces between the tiles were filled with calcium carbonate and silica-
based grout.  The mosaic (Figure V.20a) was then divided into four equal 
sections.  One section was left empty, while the other three were covered 
with 5 mm of lime paint with sand, slake lime plaster with sand and plaster 
of Paris (Figure V.20b).  Figure V.20c shows a time-domain centroid 
image of the pulse reflected from the tile/plaster interface.  The lime paint 
mixture is highly absorbing and becomes nearly opaque at 5mm 
thickness.  The slaked lime and plaster of Paris mixtures, however, are 
transparent and the tile can be clearly resolved (though not entirely 
consistently with tile color).  The spectral image resolves many of the tiles, 
but it is not apparent that the tile colors can be spectrally distinguished 
from each other.  It would be desirable to do a more systematic study of 
the tiles and the pigments used to color them. 
Section 5.06 -  Conclusion 
 A spectroscopic study of pigments, plasters and other artistic media, 
will provide art historians and conservators with a dramatic improvement 
in investigative techniques.  The ability to isolate interface reflections 
propagating through optically dense or opaque media, as well as the 
ability to distinguish reflections from different color domains, demonstrates 
that Terahertz ranging and imaging have great potential for analysis of 
mural paintings in a completely non-invasive manner.   
 Terahertz-pulse reflectometry is found to have potential as a useful 
tool for the nondestructive imaging of obscured fresco paintings, although 
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complete image extraction may require multiple image-processing 
calculation methods.  Spectral information may not be enough to identify 
individual pigments, increasingly sophisticated image-processing 
techniques (such as overlays or pattern recognition) may reveal the 
complete picture. 
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CHAPTER VI:   CONCLUSIONS 
 
Section 6.01 -  Summary 
 Terahertz time-domain reflectometry was determined to be a robust 
tool for the nondestructive evaluation of multilayered systems of materials.  
It exploits the time-of-flight and material dependent spectral reflectivity of 
the pulsed terahertz electric field at material interfaces in order to obtain 
single point and image data that provide information about the thickness, 
composition and structure of the surface and hidden layers.  THz-TDR has 
advantages over several other continuous wave and pulsed optical NDE 
techniques presented because of its penetration depth and lower 
absorption and scattering loss, in addition to wide spectral bandwidth.  It 
has better axial and lateral spatial resolution than microwave radar 
imaging.  Compared to x-ray NDE methods, THz-TDR has better depth 
resolution than scattering methods and does not require 360° access, 
unlike 3D tomography. 
 Thermal protection systems were investigated in order to develop 
systematic THz-TDR techniques to monitor the thicknesses and conditions 
of ceramic coatings and native and thermally grown oxides, in an effort to 
predict system failure.  Terahertz properties of YSZ ceramic coatings were 
determined, including refractive index.  The YSZ thickness were 
resolvable within 10 µm of microscopically determined measurments.  
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Three methods for monitoring TGO growth were proposed.  A 5 µm 
minimum thickness of TGO is required to be directly measurable using 
ranging, based on standard measurement error.  However, the relative 
peak amplitude monitoring method shows a reliable decrease with 
increasing TGO growth.  Spectral centroid imaging showed early promise 
for large area monitoring of TGO growth.  Tomographic imaging can 
laterally resolve defect features of at least 50 µm  
 Several wood specimen were investigated using terahertz time-
domain reflectometry.  Tree-rings measured parallel to growth using 
ranging had limited penetration, but statistically consistent depth resolution.   
Tree-rings imaged perpendicular to growth were spatially resolvable using 
tomography, with statistically moderate accuracy, while fully exposed and 
under layers of varnish, paint and primer.  There is promise that THz-TDR 
will be useful for the dendrochronological cross-dating of wood panel 
paintings. 
 Artist’s media and multilayer drawings, fresco paintings, and 
mosaics were investigated using terahertz time-domain reflectometry.  
The spectral dielectric properties of several paint pigments and sketch 
materials were obtained and spectroscopic regions of interest were 
determined in order to aid in their identification in multi-spectral images of 
artworks.  THz-pulse ranging and spectroscopic imaging techniques were 
utilized in order to resolve sketches, paintings and tiles embedded 
beneath both paint and plaster.  The quality of the imaged art were 
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dependent on the contrast of the spectral responses of the media with 
respect to each other and the immediately adjacent layers, as well as 
absorption and scattering losses in the covering layers.  Image quality can 
be enhanced with signal and image-processing methods, in addition to 
terahertz system improvements. 
Section 6.02 -  Future Work 
 Several improvements to the terahertz system are being 
considered in order to improve the quality of the terahertz time-domain 
reflectometry measurements.  Modifications that would decrease the THz-
pulse width and broaden the spectral bandwidth, while maintaining high 
terahertz probe power and signal to noise, are being considered.  Among 
them include the development of a fiber-coupled electro-optic terahertz 
transceiver.  This would possibly have wider spectral bandwidth, 
saturation-less power scaling, and compatibility with charge-coupled 
device (CCD) detection—which enables faster large-area measurements.   
 Future data acquisition and motion control advances would include 
faster rate variable optical delays to decrease acquisition time and 
increase pixel waveform averaging (for increased dynamic range).  It is 
also necessary to optimize the measurement quality while measuring 
targets with non-uniform and curved surfaces.  Three dimensional 
terahertz computed tomography in the reflection geometry—which is 
significantly more complex than in transmission—should be explored.  
However, intelligent motion control combined with real-time image-
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processing would achieve adaptive automated data acquisition that would 
be more beneficial in situations where only planar measurements are 
possible. 
 Continued investigation of thermal barrier coatings using THz-TDR 
should evolve in two ways:  material system conditions and measurement 
analysis techniques.  More systematic measurements of APS and EBPVD 
thermal barrier systems should be performed after they are thermally-
cycled until failure.  The changes in the dielectric properties of the system 
should be studied as it is sintered—in order to determine temperature 
dependencies—and serviced—in order to determine contamination effects.  
A study of ceramic coatings other than YSZ, as well as the effects of bond 
coat preparation and surface curvature, should be performed.  The 
analytical methods proposed in this thesis should be applied to these 
measurements, for comparison, and a reliable failure prediction algorithm 
should be developed taking these conditions into consideration. 
 The THz-TDR measurements of wood presented in this thesis were 
very preliminary, therefore there are many options for further exploration 
that include and go beyond dendrochronological applications.  For tree-
ring crossdating, a thorough study comparing b-scan and lateral image 
measurements to tree-ring databases must be performed.  THz-TDR may 
be used to study stress and fatigue in wood as it ages or responds to 
external forces, by taking advantage of the polarization-dependent 
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birefringence of wood.  It may also be used to assess water content or 
damage in artifacts and artwork. 
 Since the ultimate goal of nondestructive evaluation measurements 
in art conservation is to extract information that will aid in the 
contextualization, preservation, and restoration of artifacts, the door is 
wide open for further exploration.  A complete database of the terahertz 
properties of pigments, dyes, binding media, varnishes, substrates and 
other commonly used art materials is necessary for the full terahertz 
spectral range.  This will promote the identification of composition using 
principle component analysis.  Multilayered systems that can be 
investigated include cave paintings and other environmentally-damaged 
archeological sites, oxidized metalwork, fragile objects (manuscripts, 


















Appendix I:  Pigments Details [120] 
 
Titanium dioxide  white pigments are developments of the 20th century, 
and because of their high hiding power, nontoxic nature, and reasonable 
cost, they have eclipsed other traditional white pigments. Anatase and 
rutile are naturally occurring mineral forms of titanium dioxide that 
synthesized as pigments.   
 
Mixed black  is a mixture of Lamp Black and Mars Black.  Lamp Black was 
produced originally by burning vegetable oils, but these days by burning 
tar, creosote, naphthalene, or other petroleum products. Lamp Black is the 
oldest pigment made by a deliberate industrial process. It's origin 
presumably was after the development of oil lamps and by early Egyptian 
times was the black of choice as it was a more intense and pure black 
than charcoal, and is the black found in all Egyptian murals and tomb 
decorations. it is one of the slowest drying pigments in oil and should 
never be used underneath other colors unless mixed with a fast drier such 
as Umber. produces a very soft and brittle oil paint. While Lamp Black has 
a long and honorable history, most artists prefer either Ivory Black or the 
newer Mars Black for most purposes. It was the only black pigment that 
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could be used in Fresco at one time, but even for that purpose Mars Black 
is superior.  Mars Black is an inorganic synthetic iron oxide. Closely 
related chemically to the coloring agents in the naturally occurring red and 
yellow earths, Mars Black is nevertheless recent in origin, being 
developed early in the 20th century. It is normally the only black available 
in acrylics ranges because Ivory Black is is less successful in acrylic than 
oils, however oil painters could benefit from using this excellent pigment. It 
is the only major black pigment that is considered non-toxic, the only one 
that is a good drier, the only one safe to over paint because it is the only 
one that produces a hard fairly flexible oil paint, and is the only one that 
can be used in all media without reservation. It is dense and opaque with 
a warmish brown undertone. 
 
Malachite  (azurite) is a carbonate mineral, copper(II) carbonate hydroxide 
Cu2CO3(OH)2. It crystallizes in the monoclinic crystal system, and most 
often forms botryoidal, fibrous, or stalagmitic masses. Individual crystals 
are rare, but do occur as slender to acicular prisms. Pseudomorphs after 
more tabular or blocky azurite crystals also occur.   
Lazurite  is Sodium Calcium Aluminum Silicate Sulfate, a tectosilicate 
mineral with sulfate, sulfur and chloride with formula: 
(Na,Ca)8(AlSiO4)6(SO4,S,Cl)2. It is a feldspathoid and a member of the 
sodalite group. Lazurite crystallizes in the isometric system although well 
formed crystals are rare. It is usually massive and forms the bulk of the 
gemstone lapis lazuli.  Lazurite is a deep blue to greenish blue.   
Glauconite  is a phyllosilicate (mica group) mineral of formula: 
(K,Na)(Fe3+,Al,Mg)2(Si,Al)4O10(OH)2. It can also be referred to as a 
Hydrated Iron Potassium Silicate. It crystallizes with monoclinic geometry. 
The name is derived from the Greek glaucos (γλαυκος) meaning 
'gleaming' or 'silvery', to describe the appearance of the blue-green color, 
presumably relating to the sheen and blue-green colour of the sea's 
surface. Its color ranges from olive green, black green to bluish green. It is 
probably the result of the iron content of the mineral. In the Mohs scale it 
has hardness of 2. The relative density range is 2.2 - 2.8. It is normally 
found in dark green rounded nodules of sand size dimension. It can be 
confused with chlorite or with some clays.  Glauconite has long been used 
in Europe as an artistic oil paint, especially in Russian "icon paintings". It 
is rated as a highly permanent pigment, and often marketed by the names 
"terre verte" or "green earth".   
 
Goethite  (brown ochre), is Hydrated Iron Oxide mineral, α-FeO3+(OH), 
found in soil and other low temperature environments. Goethite has been 
well known since prehistoric times for its use as a pigment. Evidence has 
been found of its use in paint pigment samples taken from the caves of 
Lascaux in France.  It is an iron oxide-hydroxide with a chemical formula 
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FeOOH.  The hydroxylation (heating to the point of dehydration) of 
goethite produces hematite.  It forms prismatic needle-like crystals, but is 
more typically massive. Its main modern use is as an iron ore, being 
referred to as brown iron ore. It does have some use as a clay earth 
pigment.   
Hematite  is the mineral form of Iron(III) oxide, (Fe2O3), one of several 
iron oxides. Hematite crystallizes in the rhombohedral system, and it has 
the same crystal structure as limonite and as corundum. Hematite and 
limonite form a complete solid solution at temperatures above 950°C.  
Hematite is a very common mineral, colored black to steel or silver-gray, 
brown to reddish brown, or red. It is mined as the main ore of iron. 
Varieties include kidney ore, martite (pseudomorphs after magnetite), iron 
rose and specularite (specular hematite). While the forms of hematite 
vary, they all have a rust-red streak. Hematite is harder than pure iron, but 
much more brittle.  Hematite is a ferric oxide native earth and the principle 
coloring agent in red ochre, such as Indian Red, Terra Pozzuoli, Venetian 
Red, etc. These pigments are basically hematite associated with varying 
proportions of mineral impurities such as clay, chalk and silica. They differ 
from yellow ochre and brown ochre in that they do not contain water. In 
other words, the iron to which they owe their color is iron oxide not 
hydrated iron oxide. The hematite pigment we make is a deep red hue.   
Caput mortem  (Cold Hematite) is the name given to a purple variety of 
iron oxide pigment, an "earth color". It is used in oil paints and paper dyes. 
The name for this pigment may have come from the alchemical usage, 
since iron oxide (rust) is the useless residue of oxidization.  It is the name 
of a brownish paint that was originally made from the wrappings of 
mummies. It was most popular in the 1600s. It was suddenly discontinued 
in the early 19th century when its composition became generally known to 
artists [The Artist's Handbook, p. 52].  In recent years, it has been made 
with iron sulphate and impurities obtained from the residues of the 
distillation of scisti piritosi in the fabrication of sulphuric acid.  Cold 
Hematite is a ferric oxide native earth and the principle coloring agent in 
red ochre, such as Indian Red, Terra Pozzuoli, Venetian Red, etc. These 
pigments are basically hematite associated with varying proportions of 
mineral impurities such as clay, chalk and silica. In the case of Caput 
Mortum, small amounts of iron sulfate and other impurities are usually 
associated with hematite, giving it the deep violet hue. The Cold Hematite 
pigment we make is a dark reddish purple. 
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Red ochre  and Gold ochre  are pigments made from naturally tinted clay. 
It has been used worldwide since prehistoric times. Chemically, it is 
hydrated iron (III) oxide.  Ochre is a natural earth containing clay tinted by 
hydrated iron oxide and is composed of a naturally calcined form of 
limonite and goethite, and traces of gypsum or manganese carbonate. 
Limonite is a general term used to describe all forms of hydrated iron 
oxide minerals (FeO(OH)) that occur as natural clay or earth. Limonite 
includes the minerals goethite, akaganeite and lepidocrocite. To be 
considered an ochre, the content of iron oxide must not be less than 12%. 
Depending upon the content of hydrated iron oxide, the color of ochre 
varies from light yellow to orange-red. Most yellow ochre are normally not 
calcined as heat does relatively little to alter their color. Like red iron 
oxides (hematite), they are found around the world and have been used 
as pigments since prehistory. French ochre, historically one of the best 
grades of limonite, contains about 20% iron oxide and is high in silica.   
Sienna  is a form of limonite clay most famous in the production of oil paint 
pigments. Its yellow-brown colour comes from ferric oxides contained 
within. As a natural pigment, it (along with its chemical cousins ochre and 
umber) was one of the first pigments to be used by humans, and is found 
in many cave paintings.  Limonite is an ore consisting in a mixture of 
hydrated iron(III) oxide-hydroxide of varying composition. The generic 
formula is frequently written as FeO(OH)·nH2O, although this is not 
entirely accurate as limonite often contains a varying amount of oxide 
compared to hydroxide.  Burnt sienna is an ochre with a high iron oxide 
content. Unlike yellow ochres, which generally are opaque, siennas are 
more translucent. When a limonite, like sienna, is calcined (roasted) at 
high temperatures, its water content (hydration) is eliminated and it 
becomes a hematite (anhydrous), or burnt sienna. However, our burnt 
sienna is naturally calcined, or rather it is composed of a greater amount 
of hematite.  Sienna is hydrated iron oxide closely resembling yellow 
ochre (See Gold Ochre) by its composition.. The differences in color 
between ochre and sienna, is most likely due to the degree of hydration, 
or quantity of water bonded to its ferric oxide content. These pigments are 
basically composed of the minerals goethite and hematite associated with 
varying proportions of mineral impurities such as clay, chalk and silica. 
The roasting or calcination of raw sienna produces a very great change in 
its hue as well as in the depth of its color. The iron oxide becomes 
converted to iron oxide, this change being accompanied by a great 
increase in the translucency and depth of the color.  Our burnt sienna is 
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naturally calcined or rather composed of a greater quantity of hematite 
(iron oxide) rather than goethite (hydrated iron oxide) like raw sienna.   
Vivianite  Fe3(PO4)2·8(H2O), hydrated iron phosphate, is a secondary 
mineral found in a number of geological environments. Usually found as 
deep blue to deep bluish green prismatic to flattened crystals, most 
crystals rather small to microscopic, larger ones are rare.  Our vivianite 
comes from bogs around the Moscow region, and has a dark blue 
masstone, similar to indigo, with a reddish blue undertone.   
Shungite  is an amorphous variety of graphite of intense black color, which 
outwardly resembles anthracite. Shungite is unique in its composition, 
structure and properties. It is a natural composite with a homogeneous 
distribution of crystalline silicate particles in a carbon matrix.   
Bianco di San Giovanni  is lime white pigment first described in literature 
by Cennino Cennini.  He does not explain the name used for this lime 
white, and it is probable therefore, this important white pigment was in use 
by artists before Cennini's time. D. V. Thompson says it gets its name 
after the patron saint of Florence.  Bianco di San Giovanni is a pigment of 
inorganic, natural mineral origin from limestone (calcium carbonate) 
deposits. Not to be confused with simple lime white or chalk, Bianco di 
San Giovanni, as Cennino Cennini reports, is dried lime which is reduced 
to powder and then immersed in the water for eight days that is changed 
each day. It is then made into small cakes that are left to dry in the sun. It 
is then grounded finely.  Bianco di San Giovanni is considered the white 
pigment par excellence for fresco painting. It is used also in tempera and 
grounds while it is not advised in oil and encaustic painting techniques.   
Cinnabar  is a red crystalline form of mercuric sulfide (HgS), a red mineral 
of secondary origin, occurring in the oxidized zones of copper veins. 
Cinnabar has the highest refractive index of any other known mineral, its 
mean index for sodium light being 3.256, while the index for diamond—a 
substance of remarkable refraction—is only 2.42. It was mined by the 
Romans for its mercury content and it has been the main ore of mercury 
throughout the centuries. Some mines used by the Romans are still being 
mined today. Cinnabar is found in all localities which yield mercury notably 
Almaden, Spain; Idrija, Slovenia; Landsberg, near Ober-Moschel in the 
Palatinate; Ripa, at the foot of the Apuan Alps, Tuscany; the mountain 
Avala, Serbia; Huancavelica, Peru; Kweichow and Hunan Provinces, 
China; Doneckaia region, Ukraine; and California, Oregon, Texas, and 
Arkansas, USA.   
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White lead  is the most important of all the lead pigments; it is basic 
carbonate of lead, 2PbCO3 Pb(OH)2, and usually contains about 70 
percent of lead carbonate and 30 percent of lead hydrate. Although lead 
carbonate occurs in nature as the mineral, cerussite, it has not been an 
important source of white pigment.  Lead white is the most important of all 
lead pigments and, not overlooking special uses of lime white in wall 
painting, it is safe to say that, historically, it is the most important of all 
white pigments. It was the only white pigment used in European easel 
painting until the 19th century. It has been produced since early historical 
times. Theophrastus, Pliny, and Vitruvius all described its preparation from 
metallic lead and vinegar. It is one of the oldest synthetically produced 
pigments.  It can also be used in encaustic (wax) technique, but does not 
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